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PERFORMANCE REPORT
Performance Overview
On behalf of NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) it is our pleasure to present our annual report and
accounts for 2018-2019. This will be the sixth annual report we have published since becoming a statutory body in
April 2013 and we would like to thank you for taking time to read about our work in support of our vision ‘working
together for a healthy west Essex’.
We remain a member-driven CCG, with 32 GP Practices making up our membership and working alongside us to
make decisions about how best to deliver health and care services across West Essex. During this year we continued
to listen to the people who use the services we commission and the many dedicated professionals who work to
deliver them. Our partnership working with members and residents is outlined later in this report.
We will begin our look back on the last year by saying thank you, and recognising the efforts of all health and care
staff working under extreme pressure. This includes our GP practices, our CCG staff, our providers, our local
authority care colleagues and our voluntary sector partners. Without their support and resilience, we wouldn’t be in
a position where west Essex health and care performance continues to do well in the face of extreme pressures.
In 2018/19 West Essex saw a number of success stories. Our West Essex outcomes were rated again as ‘Good’ by
NHS England our regulator. The CCG continues to performs within the best quartile for cancers diagnosed at an early
stage and choices available in maternity services. Also on April 2019 a new service has gone live which brings
together 111, GP out of hours and GP extended access services. It includes additional clinical capacity to assess high
prity patient concners, give advice and direct to the right service. The service provider is Herts Urgent Care (HUC).
More information can be found in our accompanying ‘Key Achievements’ document.
We also recognise areas where performance remains challenged including the 4 hour A&E target and the number of
people in receipt of a personal health budget and know that any one organisation cannot solve these issues alone.
We experienced another challenging Winter and continue to face significant workforce and demand challenges.
2018/19 saw the publication of the NHS Long Term Plan setting the direction for the NHS for the next 10 years
describing a vision to achieve greater integration for patients and more focus on prevention. A first step of
implementation has been the merging of NHS England and NHS Improvement so there is one regulator for
commissioners and providers. We have continued to work alongside our colleagues in the Hertfordshire and west
Essex Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP) to address our key strategic objectives.
We have also made good progress with the West Essex Integrated Care Partnership. This has brought together
primary care, hospital and community services together to implement more joined up approaches to the care of
patients with COPD, Musculoskelaetal problems and patient presenting to Princess Alexander Hospital as urgent
cases.
At a local level, our established neighbourhood programme sees primary, acute, community, social care, mental
health and the voluntary sector working together in a much more collaborative way, and will continue to evolve as
we move into the era of Primary Care Networks.
Together these changes are bringing to life the vision we’ve developed with local residents and staff in West Essex
over the last five years; to enhance prevention and provide care closer to home in a much more integrated way
across physical and mental health, social and health care and community and hospital care.
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Together these changes are bringing to life the vision we’ve developed with local residents and staff in West Essex
over the last five years; to enhance prevention and provide care closer to home in a much more integrated way
across physical and mental health, social and health care and community and hospital care.
We have now had two full years of responsibility for commissioning primary care. We can fully use the knowledge of
our GPs, build on the relationships that the CCG has developed with them, allowing us to provide an even more
holistic local health service for patients.
Nearly 315,000 [definitive figure will be known mid April 2019] people make up the population of West Essex CCG.
Overall, our population’s health is similar to the national average. However, there are significant variations between
districts, communities and practice areas. Life expectancy is 6.7 years lower for men and 3.5 years lower for women
in the most deprived areas of Epping Forest than in the least deprived areas [ADD ENTRY RE. UTTLESFORD].
Furthermore, Harlow has the second highest percentage of the working age population claiming benefits across
Essex; Employment and Support Allowance, and Incapacity Benefits comprise the largest group of claimants.
We know, looking to the future that west Essex’s population will continue to grow and age. All three of our districts
are expected to continue to experience significant growth in population over the next 3-5 years. Though our current
population of older people is currently below the national average [EXPLAIN WHAT WE MEAN], this group are set to
see major percentage growth over the next decade – particularly in the districts of Uttlesford and Epping. Harlow
and Epping are the most ethnically diverse districts in Essex but still less diverse than England as a whole.
The CCG had a total available resource of £462.822 million in 2018-19, against which it spent £452.827 million and
achieved a surplus of £9.995 million.
The annual surplus was higher than the original control total surplus of £9.977 million due to an over delivery of
surplus on other budgets of £0.018 million. This ensured delivery against the CCG’s statutory duty to break even inyear and achieving the mandated cumulative surplus target of £9.977 million.
The table below shows the source of the £9.995 million surplus:

Source of Surplus 2018/19
Return of prior year cumulative surplus
Other CCG budgets
Cumulative Reported Surplus 2018/19*

Value
£'000
9,977
18
9,995

* Cumulative surplus to be returned to CCG in 2019-20
The below chart summarises how the total of £452.827 million was spent. Categorisation of expenditure shown in
the chart is consistent with the categories utilised for Finance and Performance Committee reporting.
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Most local providers that serve our population have significant quality and operational challenges, with Whipps
Cross University Hospital (North London) and Queens Hospital (Romford) scoring a ‘requires improvement’ rating.
Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust (Harlow) moved from its ‘inadequate’ rating to ‘requires improvement’in the
previous year and has recently been inspected (March 2019, awaiting report). The future of Princess Alexandra
Hospital is a significant issue and the CCG, in our role as lead commissioner has been working to support efforts to
improve both its current performance and development of a sustainable plan for the future.
Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust were inspected for the first time since the Trust was formed.and
achieved a ‘Good’ rating in May 2018. The Trust was formed from the merger in 2017 of the North Essex Partnership
University Foundation Trust (NEPFT) and the South Essex Partnership University Foundation Trust (SEPT).
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust we are pleased to report maintained a ‘Good’ rating following
inspection in Oct/Nov. 2018.
Mid Essex NHS Hospital Services Trust achieved a ‘Requires Improvement’ rating in January 2018, it had previously
been ‘Good’ when last inspected in 2016. [Checking and out for comment]

Epping
Abridge Surgery
Chigwell Medical Centre
The Forest Practice

Date report
published

Overall
Rating

Well Led

Responsive

Caring

Safe

Outstanding
Good
Requires Improvement
Inadequate

Effective

The vast majority of GP practices have been rated by the CQC as ‘Good’ and 3 as “requires improvement. The CCG is
working to support a small number of GP practices who have been rated as ‘requires improvement’ following CQC
inspection:

21/5/15
27/4/18
25/2/16
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High Street Surgery
Kings Medical Centre
The Limes Medical Centre
Loughton Health Centre
Loughton Surgery
Market Square Surgery
Maynard Court Surgery
Ongar Health Centre
The River Surgery
Palmerston Road Surgery
Harlow
Addison House Surgery
Barbara Castle Health Centre
Church Langley Medical Practice
Hamilton Practice
Lister Medical Centre
Nuffield House Surgery
Old Harlow Health Centre
The Ross Practice
Sydenham House Surgery
Uttlesford
Angel Lane Surgery
Elsenham Surgery
Eden Surgery
John Tasker House Surgery
Newport Surgery
Crocus Medical Practice
Stansted Surgery
Steeple Bumpstead Surgery
Thaxted Surgery
The Gold St Surgery
Provider Organisations
Stellar Healthcare
Uttlesford Health

28/2/19
26/9/16
5/2/15
7/2/19
23/12/16
19/2/15
2/10/17
10/5/16
19/8/16
5/2/15
3/8/18
24/10/18
11/6/15
9/7/15
23/3/16
31/7/18
21/1/16
10/3/16
21/12/17
19/4/18
4/8/16
22/1/15
11/6/15
13/10/16
10/4/18
5/2/18
6/9/17
27/4/16
15/6/16

Safe

Effective

Not yet inspected
Caring Responsive

WellLed

Not
rated

22/5/18

NHS West Essex CCG end of year position 2018/2019

This CCG now have nine established neighbourhoods serving their local populations in west Essex. These
neighbourhood teams consist of GP practices, community health services, mental health, voluntary sector, care
providers and social care working together to improve patient care at a local level. We know care works best when
it’s joined up, because it offers improved quality of service to individuals and makes better use of our resources, to
deliver the outcomes that matter most to west Essex residents. The neighbourhoods across west Essex are as
follows:
Uttlesford Locality

Harlow Locality

Epping Forest Locality



North Uttlesford



Harlow North



Epping and Ongar



South Uttlesford



Harlow Central



Waltham Abbey



Harlow South



Loughton



Buckhurst Hill and Chigwell

One of the key areas in the Long Term Plan was the development of Primary Care Networks, as the foundation for
Integrated Care Systems. The CCG is currently working with General Practice and the wider neighbourhood teams to
establish Primary Care Networks in West Essex, which will become operational from Summer 2019.
We invite you to read more about some of these developments and challenges in the rest of this report and to keep
up to date with the latest developments on our website, social media and newsletters. The success and strength of
west Essex health and social care system is the willingness of health professionals, NHS staff and patient
representatives to work together and find better ways to improve patient care and support for carers.
Thank you to our partner organisations, to our patients and members of the public who have contributed to the
work that we do, and of course to our staff and GP member practices for your dedication in contributing to achieving
6

this year’s many successes. We would also like to thank our partners across the local health and social care system
and voluntary sector for their support to enable some really effective joint working over the last twelve months. We
are looking forward to continuing to work with you all in 2019/20 as we strive to achieve our vision.

Dr Rob Gerlis
Chair
NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group
th
24 May 2019

Andrew Geldard
Accountable Officer
NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group
th
24 May 2019

Performance Analysis
Our role is to plan and buy (commission) the majority of health services for people in west Essex. We are a clinicallyled and member driven organisation, made up of 32 GP Practices which places us in an unique position to
understand the needs of our residents.
Our vision since 2014 has been: working together for a healthy west Essex. We work to ensure access to, and
delivery of safe, effective and responsive services that reduce inequalities, meet identified needs and ensure the
maximum positive health impact with the resources available.

Our population is growing and is marked by difference in health experience and outcomes between the most and
least deprived communities. Alongside this, the NHS faces significant healthcare challenges. Our strategic approach
to commissioning in 2018/19 can be summarised via the framework below:
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As a clinically led organisation the CCG’s approach has been informed by understanding the local population and the
services we provide: both in terms of opportunities and outcomes. For example, the NHS Right Care Programme
provides health and care systems with the opportunity to concentrate on their population’s health and identify and
focus on key areas that will maximise value for patients, the population and the tax payer.
The CCG manages significant boundary complexities caused by different planning geographies between health and
social care. We continue to work as part of the wider Essex Health and Wellbeing Board community for social care,
mental health and a number of other services, whilst also working with health colleagues in Hertfordshire, as part of
the Hertfordshire and West Essex STP to plan NHS financial and workforce issues and demand at Princess Alexandra
Hospital in Harlow.
The CCG is required to submit an Operating Plan to NHS England on an annual basis. The plan takes into account
expected demographic and non-demographic growth along with any increases expected due to new guidance. The
detailed plan sets out – both in terms of activity and quality improvement – our performance, planning targets and
assumptions for 2018/19. We measure ourselves against these standards throughout the year and are monitored
against them by NHS England.

Our Strategy
The West Essex CCG Strategic and Operating Plan 2019/20 responds to the continuing challenges for health and
social care services – namely those around finance, pressures on capacity and performance and quality , all of which
are largely caused by the rising demand from a growing and ageing population.
These challenges are, of course, not unique to west Essex. They are evidenced nationally and are the realities that
form the starting point of the national NHS Long Term Plan, published in January 2019, which sets out how services
will be redesigned to future proof the NHS for the decade ahead.
Our approach is based on the principles of population health management – targeting our collective resources
where they will have the greatest impact and improving the quality of care through better, affordable services.
Our key priorities are:

As an integrated system



Meeting people’s health and social care needs in a joined-up way in their local neighbourhoods and
transforming
Adopting a shared approach to treating people when they are ill - prioritising those with the highest
levels of need and reducing variations in care
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Placing equal value and emphasis on people’s mental and physical health and wellbeing
Driving the cultural and behavioural change to achieve the service transformation and improvements
we need
Ensuring we have the workforce, technology, contract and payment mechanisms in place to support
our strategy and service delivery
Joining up services where it makes sense to do so , so the patients see no distinction between the
services being provided.

As a CCG






Delivering primary and community service integration through the development of our
neighbourhood model into Primary Care Networks
Managing demand away from our acute hospitals by circa 5% NELS and 9.63% attendances in
17/18 (against a 15/16 baseline) through high impact pathways and new models of care
Achieve our financial control totals for 2019/20 through our transformational change programmes
Improve delivery of the ED 4 hour constitutional standard to deliver and maintain 95% during
17/18
Support Princess Alexandra Hospital Trust (PAHT) in continuing to improving its services and build a
business case for a new hospital

These priorities are underpinned by the detailed commissioning intentions we published in November 2018, along
with the finance, activity and outcome data shown in the technical appendices of this overall narrative.

Our Values and Behaviours
The CCGs governing Board formally adopted a new set of behaviours in 2015 which continue to be promoted and
referenced within our everyday work.
We have three core values which form the focus of how we behave and work:





Patients come first
o The needs of our patients are at the centre of everything we do, and the decisions we make.
Provide the best possible care for all
o We strive for continuous improvement through listening, learning and acting on what’s needed. We
are not afraid to challenge ‘the norm’ and have a ‘can do’ attitude to providing safe, effective and
value-for-money services tailored to the needs of local people.
Honesty and respect
o We work openly and professionally with our staff, local people and partners, to build mutual trust
and understanding and be accountable for the decisions we make.

During 2018/19 we introduced a number of initiatives specifically focusing on honesty and respect. These include
signing up to the Stamp Out Bullying charter to support staff, colleagues and partners and appointing a Freedom to
Speak up Champion to work alongside our Guardian.

Health and Wellbeing Boards (established on 1 April 2013)
Essex County Council as the lead authority on Public health has a statutory requirement to produce a Joint Strategic
needs Assessment which identifies the key Health and Wellbeing issues affecting the local area. The last JSNA was
produced in 2016 and is currently being updated with a new suite of documents being developed which will cover a
range of geographies including STP neighbourhoods, District/Borough Council areas and a Countywide summary
document.
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In December 2018 members of the Essex Health & Wellbeing Board, Essex County Council services, District and
Borough Council partners, other public health stakeholder organisations were invited to take part in a survey to give
their opinions on the possible content and formats for the new JSNA programme. This report provides an overview
of the feedback from the survey and the next steps for developing this programme of work.
For the 2019 JSNA, the Health & Wellbeing Board, through the Essex Strategic Coordination Group (ESCG) and Essex
County Council intends to use a ‘place-based’ approach for the suite of JSNA products which will look at issues and
needs at smaller local geographies. These geographies will serve as building blocks to satisfy the need for intelligence
at local authority and NHS geographical areas.
The Countywide Report and Local Authority Portraits will be replaced with a suite of products including:
•

NHS/LA Locality/Neighbourhood Profiles

•

District/Borough Council Profiles

•

A Countywide Summary Report

•

Specialist Topic Deep Dive Reports (ESCG to develop)

In addition to the JSNA suite of documents, the CCG uses other sources of intelligence and analysis to inform its
planning and decision making. The Population Health Management approach targets our resources where they will
have the greatest impact on health and wellbeing outcomes, care quality, and sustainability. In doing so we
recognise that our population is made up of individuals who live in our local communities, and we must wrap
services around people rather than their conditions or diseases. We have grouped our population into three groups
(which can be further segmented by age) and designed new models of care based on their needs;




People with complex needs
People living with a LTC
People who are generally well

Integration
In west Essex we have been pursuing plans for out of hospital care transformation with primary care at its core
through the creation of a Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) and ultimate ambition for an Integrated Care Alliance
(ICA) . The CCGs aim is to move to a single contract with a single lead provider for a full population segmented and
value-based contract for by population cohort to deliver a whole out of hospital health and care system that works
together in a integrated way to manage demand away from the acute setting, deliver improved outcomes for our
population and support system sustainability. The ICP bringing together general practice, community services,
mental health services, relevant acute specialists including the medical directorate, care of the elderly, GP Provider
company services GP Hubs, Adult Operations and the CCG. These are all current members of the ICP Board, and we
have a new underpinning governance model for the ICP in place with delegated authority.
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Improving Quality
Our ambition is to commission high quality care that is; safe, clinically effective and a positive experience for the
residents of west Essex. This can be challenging, most of our local acute providers are currently rated less than
‘Good’ by the Care Quality Commission. However our mental health and community provider and our children’s
community mental health provider are both currently rated “good”.
During the year we devised and approved a CCG Quality Strategy to take us to the end of March 2020. We will
continue to use the quality assurance process currently in place, but develop it so that it can be utilised to quality
assure the care being delivered in new and existing pathways of care (not just the assessment of an individual
provider).
Our approach to quality monitoring and improvement is in line with the recommendations of key national
publications setting out fundamental quality principles such as Francis, Keogh and Berwick. It is also aligned to the
NHS Outcomes Framework to ensure that the CCG can be confident of the quality of services being delivered in
commissioned care. The CCG is also able to challenge when necessary and intervene where standards of quality are
not met.
The CCG sets key performance indicators for each commissioned service setting out safety, experience and
effectiveness measures for monitoring via a schedule of contract monitoring meetings and quality assurance visits.
The CCG Quality Committee has oversight of all elements of quality assurance and receives a range of regular reports
detailing key information in relation to the quality of care being delivered in west Essex. This Committee of the CCG
Governing body meets bi-monthly.
The Quality Assurance and Oversight Group have continued to be effective in 2018/19 in relation to the providers
that have been assessed. The group revised how it functions in quarter 3 in order to review a wider range of
providers on a risk related basis. Assurance assessments will be shared with providers and offer a platform for
further discussion and review of available evidence.
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The CCG receives and continually reviews data from a wide range of information sources in addition to formal
contractual performance and quality reports from commissioned services. Feedback from GPs is also used to
understand where there is variation in performance and to benchmark against other similar organisations.
Throughout 2018/19 the CCG nursing and quality team have been involved with a number of work streams to drive
quality improvement and monitor quality and patient safety:
A range of quality assurance visits have taken place during the course of the year to seek direct assurance in a range
of commissioned services, to confirm actions implemented as learning from incidents or serious incidents, to identify
concerns and ensure actions are taken to mitigate. These visits may be announced or unannounced and can take
place across the week and include GP practices.
Quality assurance visits also take place in care homes where our CCG leads work in partnership with local authority
safeguarding and quality leads to monitor the quality of care and seek assurance of progress where improvements in
standards are required.
We work in partnership with other health and care commissioners to ensure that quality priorities and actions are
aligned to current and future need and to co-ordinate joint working where this adds value to the assurance of
quality.
Serious Incidents
A serious incident (SI) in health care is an adverse event, where the consequences to patients, families, staff or
organisations are so significant or the potential for learning is so great, that a heightened level of response is
justified. Providers are responsible for the safety of their patients, visitors and others using their services. They must
ensure robust systems are in place for recognising, reporting, investigating and responding to serious incidents and
for arranging and resourcing investigations.
The West Essex Serious Incident Assurance Panel comprised of clinical and non-clinical staff, meets weekly to quality
assure the serious incident reports submitted by provider organisations. The panel is a subcommittee of the Quality
Committee. The number of reported serious incidents has risen this year (compared with 2017/18) however this
does not indicate a concern, but improved openness with reporting. A number of these Sis will be de-escalated
following full investigation.
Never Events
Never events are a sub-set of serious incidents and are defined as ‘serious, largely preventable patient safety
incidents that should not occur if the available preventative measures have been implemented by healthcare
providers.’
There were two never events reported by providers to the CCG this year, following investigation one of these was
de-escalated as it no longer fit the definition of a never event.
There was one never event for this year.
Patient Experience
The CCG Patient Experience Team manages complaints, Patient Advise and Liaison Service (PALs) queries and
compliments from service users and members of the community. People can make their complaints or comments
either directly to the organisation who provided their care or to the CCG.
The Patient Experience Team also responds to requests from the Parliamentary Health Service Ombudsman for
information relating to complaints the CCG have led on. In addition to this, the team responds to enquiries from
Members of Parliament.
In 2018/19 the CCG received 92 complaints. The top five organisations to which the complaints related are shown in
the table below. 52 (63%) of the total number of complaints received pertained to these five organisations.
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Organisation
NHS England (GP complaints)
The Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust
West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group
(WECCG)
Essex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
Arden and Greater East Midlands (GEM)
Commissioning Support Unit
(CSU)(Retrospective Continuing Healthcare
Review Service)

Number of Complaints
Received
17
11
9
10
5

Six of the nine complaints relating to the CCG, were regarding the Continuing Healthcare (CHC) Team. Four of these
complaints related to the delays and inefficiencies experienced with the retrospective review process. These
complaints are being used to assist in the development of a business case for a CHC retrospective review service.
In addition to complaints, the Patient Experience Team also received 523PALS contacts from patients, their families
and members of the public. These contacts related to a range of subjects, from issues with appointments, concerns
about delays in treatment and requests for information about health services in the area.

The CCG also receives formal compliments; most of these pertained to the help, care and support provided to
patients and their families by the CHC Team. All compliments received are shared with the relevant staff teams.

Safeguarding
Section 11 of the Children Act (2004) and The Care Act (2014) outline the statutory responsibilities for all
organisations to safeguard children and adults at risk of abuse and neglect. The duties are further clarified within
Safeguarding Vulnerable People in the Reformed NHS - Accountability and Assurance Framework (2015), which sets
out how all NHS organisations, including those they may contract, should fulfil their responsibilities. Furthermore,
the guidance requires CCGs, under delegated arrangements, to be responsible for ensuring that the commissioned
General Practitioner (GP) services have effective safeguarding arrangements and are compliant with the Mental
Capacity Act.
Changes introduced in the Children and Social Work Act 2017, which informed the statutory guidance Working
Together to Safeguard Children published in June 2018, have significant implications for the CCG: They





Require new safeguarding partnerships led by local authorities, the chief officers of police and CCGs to make
arrangements to work together to safeguard and promote the welfare of local children including identifying
and responding to their needs. CCGs, the local authority and police share equal and joint responsibility.
Establish a new Child Safeguarding Practice Review Panel to review serious child safeguarding cases and
develop a repository of learning.
Introduce ‘Child Death Review Partners’ consisting of the local authority and clinical commissioning groups
for the area, replacing the Essex Safeguarding Children Board (ESCB) function. Child death review partners to
make arrangements to review child deaths resident in their locality. The requirements were further clarified
within the Child Death Review Statutory and Operational Guidance published in October 2018.

Following a review of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 (and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards) by the Law Commission
in 2017, there has been a recommendation for the Act to be amended. This is currently at committee stage in the
House of Lords and it is anticipated that the new Bill could be finalised by April 2020. This Amendment Bill is
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expected to have significant changes for the way CCG manages and discharges its responsibilities for any patient that
is deemed to lack mental capacity to consent to a deprivation of liberty enforced through their care plan. A further
report will be provided when details are released as to how this will be managed.
Multi-agency work across Essex is on-going to progress the new arrangements. The CCG, as the Safeguarding Clinical
Network (SCN) lead for the Child Death Review process, has submitted a paper to Strategic Child Death Overview
Panel (SCDOP) and the SCN, with proposed operational changes that meet requirements within the new guidance.
The paper also recommends the adoption of the eCDOP, a secure electronic reporting and data collation database
which will feed into a national repository.
The adult safeguarding team have employed a Quality and Safeguarding professional in January 2019 whose main
focus will be completing assurance visits within the local care homes to ensure there is clear oversight and assurance
within the CCG. This information is also taken and shared with the local authority and CQC (and other relevant
partners) in the Quadrant Information Sharing Meetings to ensure all relevant partners are working together to have
a greater understanding of both positive care and early identification of concerns within our local care homes.
A review of the current safeguarding adults policy has been completed and this has led to an updated policy and the
introduction of 2 further policies – Mental Capacity Act 2005 policy and Deprivation of Liberty policy to ensure the
CCG staff are supported in the way these issues are managed.
The statutory guidance requires a clear line of accountability within NHS organisations, for both adult and children’s
safeguarding. Leadership and responsibility for safeguarding at governing body level is achieved through the Director
of Nursing and Quality; this role is supported by the safeguarding leads for children and adults within the CCG.
Section 11
West Essex CCG submitted the Section 11 audit to the Essex Safeguarding Children Board (ESCB) in May 2018. Most
of the criteria were fully met; outstanding areas include an audit of the robustness of the CCG induction process, and
an audit of how the CCG shares information. These have been allocated to relevant individuals to complete.
NHS England Safeguarding Assurance Tool
For further oversight, NHS Midlands and East region developed an electronic Safeguarding Assurance Tool (SAT) in
2017 which enables CCGs to rate their Safeguarding services against multiple quality indicators, including Lookedafter Children provision. The electronic database was re-submitted to the NHS Midlands and East in October 2018.
Feedback from NHS England has been positive, with recommendations for the capacity of the Designated Dr for
Safeguarding Children function to be increased in accordance with the Intercollegiate Guidance (2014).
General Practice Safeguarding Audit
The bi-yearly safeguarding children and adult audit has been completed by most GP Practices in west Essex. A
further addition this year is a work plan outlining the Lampard Recommendations from the Savile Inquiry. The
analysis of the audit should be available by February 2019.
Thematic Review of Teenage Suicide
Recommendations and learning from the Thematic Review of Teenage Suicides in Essex, undertaken by the Essex
Safeguarding Children Board in March 2018, are being taken forward by the local Stay Safe forums in each locality.
The learning events will be rolled out across Southend, Essex and Thurrock for practitioners in March 2019.
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Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children (UASC)
A rise in the number of UASC placed in semi-independent accommodation in Harlow has had a significant impact on
the capacity of the local paediatricians to complete the Initial Health Assessments, within timescales. The service
forms part of the Essex Child and Family Well-being Service. A proposal offering possible solutions has been shared
with the Safeguarding Clinical Network and is awaiting Executive level sign-off.
Permitted Development Rights and Temporary Housing in Harlow.
Permitted Development Rights have enabled new housing developments to progress without the need for planning
permission. Numerous such residential dwelling have been established in Harlow, with the provision of over 1000
homes. At the same time, there has been a significant increase in out-of- area placements from neighbouring and
London boroughs of vulnerable families into the area. This has placed additional pressure on all systems including
health, the local authority social care, police and education.
Multi-agency strategic planning forums have been initiated to address concerns, and a petition has been directed to
the Secretary of State by the Rt Hon. Robert Halfon MP as a matter of urgency for review. A meeting has been held
by the CCG to consider the impact on Primary Care. As a result, health needs assessment will be undertaken by
Public Health to understand the impact of the changes on the locality health services.
Continuing Health Care
Monthly meetings have been established to monitor and give assurance that KPIs for this team are monitored and
reviewed. The adult safeguarding team support this meeting and advise on any issues identified and have supported
the team with training appropriately.

Provider Assurance
Princess Alexandra Hospital (PAH)
A Care Quality Commission (CQC) report published on 21st March 2018 following a review inspection in December
2017 increased the overall rating of Princess Alexandra Hospital to ‘requires improvement’, although still noted
challenges within safeguarding children training compliance. PAH have remained below trajectory for compliance
with level 3 safeguarding training, despite assurance that adequate training opportunities are offered by the
safeguarding team. Interestingly following a review of the process for recording safeguarding training compliance,
this has now risen to ˃ 95%.
Safeguarding supervision for maternity services in particular, has still not been available in 2017/18. Thirteen
practitioners, from midwifery, children’s and adults services completed supervisor training in January 2019. Progress
rolling out supervision will be closely monitored by the CCG.
An announced safeguarding children visit undertaken at PAH in November 2018 demonstrated a good understanding
of safeguarding processes in children and maternity services and evidence of a ‘Think Family’ approach in the Adult
ED. Feedback from service users suggested more work could be undertaken to improve communication between
doctors and nurses on Dolphin Ward, and to develop the confidence of staff to have difficult conversations. A
narrative report with recommendations has been shared with the CCG and PAH.
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Child and Family Well-being Service
A Business Continuity Plan has been implemented in West Essex following concerns regarding staffing capacity and a
significant delay with mandatory contacts, in particular the 1 year review in the Uttlesford locality. The provider has
added the concern to their risk register and progress is being scrutinised by commissioners and the designated
safeguarding nurses.
A quarterly Safeguarding Peer Review Meeting has been established with Virgin Care to provide assurance to the
wider health economy of safeguarding practices within the organisation. This will be attended by Essex County
Council Commissioners and Designated Nurses from across Southend, Essex and Thurrock.
Emotional Well-being and Mental Health Service (EWMHS)
A new Key Performance Indicator (KPI) in relation to the service response for looked-after children referred into
EWMHS was implemented from April 2018. This is to ensure that a consultation takes place with the child’s social
worker within 10 working days to inform a written care plan ( to be completed by a further 5 days). The KPI is being
slowly embedded, with oversight of progress at the contracts meeting. Safeguarding and looked-after children
training compliance is otherwise satisfactory.
Partnership working
The CCG, through contractual arrangements and collective working with partner agencies, continues to develop
services responsive to local needs to provide the right intervention at the right time. The intention is to collectively
support early intervention for families and children. Specific forums include the West Essex Stay Safe Group, which is
Chaired by a Designated Nurse.
West Essex CCG has also been responsive to the national and local agenda, to embed learning from enquiries
relating to both adult and children safeguarding within the commissioning process. In addition, the CCG safeguarding
team has continued to work strategically with local partners and the Essex Safeguarding Boards to develop practice
and pathways in areas such as child exploitation, gangs and county lines, female genital mutilation, fabricated and
induced illness, domestic abuse, mental capacity and Prevent (Prevent is one part of the UK’s Contest Counter
Terrorism Strategy).
Following receipt of non-recurrent funding from NHS England, the safeguarding team have facilitated two successful
multi-agency conferences in West Essex, In June 2018 on ‘The Health Needs of Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking
Children’ and in December 2018 on ‘Fabricated and Induced Illness’.

Quality Premium performance 2018/19
[Year-end Quality premium achievement is not likely to be confirmed with NHS England until Q3 2019/20.]
The Quality Premium scheme is available to CCGs as a reward for improvements in the quality of the services they
commission. This scheme incentivises CCGs to improve patient health outcomes and reduce inequalities in health
outcomes and improve access to services. The money received from the Quality Premium schemes must be used to
improve quality of care or health outcomes, and/or reduce health inequalities. In 2018/19 the maximum available
Quality Premium payment for West Essex CCG is approximately £1.57m.
The national measures are:





Cancers diagnosed at an early stage
Overall experience of making a GP appointment
Continuing Healthcare
Reduction gram negative bloodstream infections and inappropriate antibiotic prescribing in at risk groups
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The local measures are:
 RightCare – an increase in COPD patients with a record of FeV1,
 Reduction in the number of out of area placements for mental health patients.
Both the national and local measures are two year schemes, currently in their final year.
Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN)
Final year-end CQUIN achievement will not be finalised until June 2019.
The key aim of CQUIN is to support improvements in the quality of services. CQUIN monies are used to incentivise
providers to deliver quality and innovation improvements over and above the baseline requirements set out in the
NHS Standard Contract.
For 2018/19 the Nursing and Quality Team agreed a range of CQUINs with the Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS
Trust, Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust, Virgin Care, NELFT NHS Foundation Trust, The Holly
Private Hospital, and St Clare Hospice. Almost all CQUINs that have been agreed have been two year schemes, and
are in their final year.
CQUIN schemes were monitored throughout the year and helped deliver improvements in patient experience,
patient safety, and quality in a variety of ways. National schemes were applicable to acute and community providers
and local schemes were developed for other providers.
National schemes included a continued focus on antimicrobial resistance and sepsis, staff health and wellbeing, and
reducing frequent attenders to A&E, for example. Local schemes included implementing the ‘Journey of Autism
Diagnosis and Early Intervention’ scheme (JADES), and promoting a reduction in alcohol and tobacco consumption.
In 2018/19 CQUINs have helped enhance patient care and improve patient experience across the West Essex health
economy. Benefits have been realised in year, and will also be realised as relevant CQUINs are embedded in to
business as usual.
Primary Care Quality Assurance
During 18/19 the CCG appointed a Quality Lead for Primary Care in order to strengthen the quality assurance
provided to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee/ CCG Board and meet the delegated primary care
commissioning function of the CCG. Primary Care quality assurance and quality improvement are now an integral
part of both the Primary Care Commissioning Committee and Quality Committee agendas. The Quality Lead works
collaboratively with the CCG Primary Care Team which has enabled the following:





Provision of support to practices following CQC inspections eg action planning and support with the
development of the practice systems and processes
Reactive provision of support in response to urgent issues eg Serious Incidents
Quality Outcome Framework (QOF) visits to practices
Development of a quality focus to the contractual eDEC (electronic self-declaration) practice visits
Development of a set of metrics to enable quality assurance monitoring within primary care

West Essex CCG Continuing Health Care Team
NHS continuing healthcare means a package of ongoing care that is arranged and funded solely by the NHS where
the individual has been found to have a ‘primary health need’ as set out in the NHS National Framework for
Continuing Health Care for adults (2012). Such care is provided to an individual aged 18 or over, to meet needs that
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have arisen as a result of disability, accident or illness. The actual services provided as part of the package should be
seen in the wider context of best practice and service development for each client group. Eligibility for NHS
continuing healthcare places no limits on the settings in which the package of support can be offered or on the type
of service delivery.
NHS-funded nursing care is the funding provided by the NHS to homes providing nursing to support the provision of
nursing care by a registered nurse. Since 2007 NHS-funded nursing care has been based on a single band rate. In all
cases individuals should be considered for eligibility for NHS continuing healthcare before a decision is reached
about the need for NHS-funded nursing care. The CCG is committed to ongoing improvement of the CHC service in a
challenging financial climate and ensuring that patients are individually assessed and reviewed.
The CHC team within West Essex CCG consists of nurses and administrators who support a number of processes,
validations of assessments and also supports the package of care required for our patients either in their own homes
or the move to care homes.
The CHC team are dedicated to providing a first class service always striving to improve the patient
experience/journey by analysing feedback received through complaints /compliments.
The CHC team work with partner organisation to deliver integrated training to ensure that West Essex patients are
assessed in accordance with the national framework for Continuing Health Care.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 2018-19
Capital expenditure
The CCG received £0.127 million of capital resource from NHS England during 2018-19 for projects related to IT. This
allocation was underspent by £0.002 million at year end.
The CCG managed within its maximum cash drawdown limit during 2018-19.
Better Payment Practice Code
The Better Payment Practice Code requires the CCG to aim to pay all valid invoices by the due date or within 30 days
of receipt of a valid invoice, whichever is later.
The NHS aims to pay at least 95% of invoices within 30 days of receipt, or within agreed contract terms.
There has been continued good performance against this measure with 97.7% of NHS invoices by number paid
within target and 99.2% by value. Also, 98.6% of Non-NHS invoices were paid within the target by number and 99.5%
by value.
Please reference the Annual Accounts 2018-19 note 6.1
Performance process
The CCG has a robust performance management regime for its internal performance against national and local
targets as well as key clinical and financial indicators. These targets and indicators are monitored on a monthly basis
by the Executive Team and the Finance and Performance Committee, with each target having an identified senior
lead. This is reported to each Board meeting in public, to provide an open and transparent view of performance in all
areas of the business.
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The Board receives a summary finance report at every public meeting. A full finance report is reviewed in detail by
the Finance and Performance Committee.
Achievement of transformation and efficiency savings
During 2018-19 the CCG has been working with NHS and social care colleagues across Essex and Hertfordshire in
developing system-wide transformation plans setting out how we will respond to the challenging financial climate in
which the NHS and the wider public sector will operate over the coming years.
Of the 2018-19 gross efficiency target of £14.004 million, the CCG achieved £12.212 million (87% achievement).
Commissioning Activities
A key priority for the CCG is to ensure that maximum value for money is being achieved through effective
commissioning arrangements, as the majority of the CCG’s expenditure is spent on commissioning healthcare
services. While all healthcare providers are required to deliver a continuous programme of efficiency and
productivity improvements, the CCG also must demonstrate that it is properly considering the health needs of the
local population and commissioning those services that address those needs.
An analysis of our key contracts by value is as follows:

Outturn 2018-19
Provider
£
Princess Alexandra NHS Trust
114,861,569
Cambridge University Hospital NHS FT
26,529,232
Barts Health NHS Trust
24,000,000
EPUT Mental Health Contract
21,180,430
EPUT Community Contract
18,264,476
Mid Essex NHS Trust
13,576,210
EOE Ambulance Trust
12,538,737
The CCG continues to ensure it achieves value for money in all of its contracting activities through its performance
management framework including the monitoring of a range of key indicators and performance reviews with all key
service providers.
Looking Forward
Based on the revised allocations formula, the CCG was designated as having a surplus allocation against the fair
shares target and had commenced the 2018-19 financial year with a 0.68% surplus against its core target funding
allocation (DFT) which equated to approximately £2.674 million.
Further changes to the calculation of the target has taken place in the newly revised allocations for 2019-20 which
suggests the CCG now has a allocation surplus of £4.238 million (1.04% DFT) in 2019-20, when compared to its target
level.
Growth funding in 2019-20 is £22.35 million or 5.68% in comparison to the allocation received in 2018-19. Of this,
£20.85 million was designated against commitments to meet the business rules stipulated by NHS England and
Sustainability and Transformation Plans requirements, including provider inflation uplifts, minimum contingency
reserve requirements, funding commitments in respect Mental health services and increased costs associated with
the revised tariff for acute hospital services and provider stability fund (PSF).
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Looking ahead to 2019-20 and beyond, NHS England has provided indicative allocations to 2023-24. The growth in
indicative allocations will be approximately 4.2% in 2020-21 and in 2021-22 it will decrease to 4.1%. These
allocations remain subject to confirmation by NHS England. The notification of these allocations for the next five
years which will provide a greater degree of certainty in developing longer terms financial plans.
Even with the increased allocations signalled it is clear that the CCG will need to continue to deliver significant
efficiencies and transformation over the coming years so that it can continue to meet both the national and local
outcomes and priorities in respect of healthcare and wellbeing.
The value of transformation and efficiency savings required by the CCG in 2019-20 to set a balanced budget is £15.2
million or 3.2 per cent of Revenue Resource Limit before investments.
The CCG will continue to carry out the delegated responsibility from NHS England for Primary Care budgets in 201920 with a value of c£42m and will be working closely with NHS England in order to ensure that the financial risk to
the CCG is minimised.
In order to deliver on this very significant challenge, the CCG is working towards a model of integrated
commissioning so that services are joined up across all commissioners including Essex County Council to ensure the
best possible care for our population is provided within the resource that we have available.
The CCG is working with STP system partners including Hertfordshire to take forward and develop the medium term
sustainability and transformation plan during the 2019-20.
A significant part of this future integration of services is the nationally mandated Better Care Fund which required
the CCG to pool a minimum of £20.2 million of resource into an integrated fund with the County Council. The CCG
will meet the minimum funding requirement in 2019-20.
The CCG is committed to ensuring a sustainable environment for health services in West Essex.
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PROGRESS AGAINST AGREED TARGETS
The CCG has in general performed well in 2018-19 against its key outcomes and obligations under the NHS Constitution, for services directly commissioned from its main
Providers, although performance has fallen below national expectations in some instances. Contractual standards are set in line with national guidelines which can be found
at:
http://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/
The sections below outline the key performance areas and highlights during the year to date for the CCG’s main service providers. Performance of other providers (and
against the full range of commissioned standards) is monitored via reports received at Quality Committee and Finance and Performance Committee.
Acute Trust Metrics
Performance

Performance

Performance

Standard

Princess Alexandra
Hospital (PAH)

Addenbrookes

Barts
Healthcare

Period

Item

Descriptor

A&E

Percentage of A&E attendances where
the patient spends four hours or less in
A&E from arrival to transfer, admission
or discharge

95%

77.4%

87.2%

86.6%

YTD
(Nov 18)

Referral to Treatment (RTT)

Percentage of patients on an elective
waiting list who have waited less than
18 weeks from referral

92%

91.6%

89.7%

84.7%

YTD
(Nov 18)

Diagnostics

Percentage of patients whose
diagnostic test is undertaken less than 6
weeks from request

99%

99.4%

88.6%

99.3%

YTD
(Nov 18)

Percentage of patients who receive a
first appointment within 2 weeks of
referral, commence treatment within

93%
93%
96%

97.0%
98.2%
97.9%

91.2%
96.2%
97.8%

95.2%
96.4%
99.0%

YTD
(Nov 18)

Cancer
2 Week Wait
2 Week Wait (Breast)
31 Day Standard
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62 Day Standard

31 days of diagnosis, and commence
treatment within 62 days of referral

85%

81.4%

79.4%

87.7%

MRSA

Number of preventable MRSA
infections recorded

Zero tolerance

Zero

2

2

YTD
(Nov 18)

C Diff

Number of C Diff infections recorded

Annual Ceilings:

4

18

39

YTD
(Nov 18)

46

10

184

YTD
(Nov 18)

PAH – 10
Addenbrookes – 49
Barts – 82
Mixed Sex Accommodation

Number of patients NOT placed on a
single sex ward

Zero tolerance

Other Key Metrics
Item

Descriptor

Provider

Dementia

Percentage of estimated population
prevalence with dementia who are
recorded on Primary Care Dementia
Registers

GP Practices

Improving Access to
Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
– Access

Percentage of estimated population
prevalence with depression / anxiety
disorders who access the IAPT service

Hertfordshire
Partnership FT (HPFT)

Standard

Performance

Period

66.7%

69.9%

Nov 18

4.2% per quarter
(Q1-3)

2.92%
3.11%
4.18%

Q1
Q2
Q3

4.75% in Q4
Improving Access to
Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
– Recovery

Percentage of people completing their
IAPT course who have met agreed
improvement / recovery measures

Hertfordshire
Partnership FT (HPFT)

50%

53.2%

YTD
(Nov 18)

Early Intervention in Psychosis
(EIP)

Percentage of patients with a care
package in place within 2 weeks of a

Essex Partnership
University NHS FT

50%

86.5%

YTD
(Nov 18)
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first episode of psychosis

(EPUT)

Care Programme Approach (CPA) Percentage of patients who were
7 Day Follow Up
followed up within 7 days of discharge
from psychiatric in-patient care

Essex Partnership
University NHS FT
(EPUT)

Ambulance Response Times

Percentage of ambulances that reach
the patient within the required
standards of:

East of England
Ambulance Service
Trust (EEAST)

CHC Assessments

Percentage of CHC assessments
undertaken in an acute setting

Various

Percentage of CHC checklist eligibility
decisions made within 28 days

95%

98.8%

YTD
(Nov 18)

1m, 52s
8m, 08s
5m, 04s
24m, 56s
205m, 26s
233m, 11s

YTD
(Nov 18)

< 15%

19.2%

YTD
(Nov 18)

80%

55.4%

Cat 1 90th centile
Cat 1 mean time
Cat 2 90th centile
Cat 2 mean time
Cat 3 90th centile
Cat 4 90th centile

< 15 mins
< 7 mins
< 40 mins
< 18 mins
< 120 mins
< 180 mins
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CCG Improvement & Assessment Framework (IAF) / Annual Assurance Rating
CCGs are additionally assessed against a range of wider IAF metrics (51 indicators) under the
headline categories of:





Better Care
Better Health
Sustainability
Well Led

Assessment against IAF metrics is published on My NHS and feeds into the CCG’s overall annual
assurance rating.
The headline assurance rating for West Essex CCG in 2017/18 was “Good”, maintaining the
previous year’s rating.
The CCG was congratulated on its progress, particularly in relation to the delivery of key
constitutional standards, financial performance, primary care delivery and its robust governance
arrangements.
A number of priorities were agreed for further improvement and development during 2018/19 year:







Urgent Care
Referral to Treatment (RTT)

Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
Development of the Integrated Care System
Clinical sustainability of key pathways across key STP

Whilst some areas such as Urgent Care and IAPT remain challenged, the CCG has made good
progress in year and is not expecting to see any deterioration in its 2018/19 annual rating.
Final assessments will not be published until the summer of 2019.
Engaging People and Community – some examples of our work
The CCG recognises that our patient and public engagement network across the whole of west Essex
is integral to achieving improved health and wellbeing outcomes.
Following on from the work that took place last year we have now begun engaging with and talking
to more people in more innovative ways, in particular looking to build up partnerships to avoid
duplication and create more opportunities for people to engage. These include both internal and
external groups, in particular the voluntary sector, local authorities and Healthwatch Essex with
plans in place to reach more groups such as colleges, the fire service and transport providers. The
new Integrated Care Partnership for west Essex and east Herts, of which the CCG is a member, will
further build these partnerships to form a comprehensive and inclusive engagement network.
Importantly we have also canvassed our local population, visiting local events such as the Epping
Fair, Harlow Carnival and local market days to hear from them. We asked them what was working,
what wasn’t and how we can support them, capturing a number of their thoughts on camera, shown
at our public board meeting and AGM and available to view on our YouTube platform. There are
now many more opportunities for local peoples’ voices to be heard in our decision making – all the
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way to board level. This offers a greater, richer range of ways to be involved with our decision
making and connect with our clinical and non-clinical senior decision makers.
We are working with a wider range of people - giving voice to people that might not normally
engage, such as young people as demonstrated below. Our plans have been endorsed by
Healthwatch Essex and our local CVS organisations and are already seeing us co-producing work with
local people representing, for example: carers, children and young people, older people, people with
long term conditions, people with disabilities, colleagues from the voluntary sector, migrant and
ethnic minorities.
An example of how we are engaging with young people can be seen in our work with Health
Ambassadors. We are working with a local school, with plans to develop across the localities, and a
core group of young people in Year 12 and 13. We have worked with them on key themes that
affect them, in particular mental health and how this relates to their lives, and how the CCG and the
wider work of the NHS can support them.
We have also been successful in a bid to the NHS Takeover and have worked with a local theatre
company and four schools, one a primary, to develop a workshop on participation and youth voice
with the question ‘What happens when you are not involved in decisions?’ Following these
workshops we will then be reporting back to the board and working with NHS England for the results
to be showcased at NHS Expo in September 2019.
These developments are just the beginning. They follow on from the positive reception of our
monthly campaign themes, use of patient stories at each board meeting and our Medicines
Champion Volunteers. They are the start of us, as a CCG ensuring that everyone, can have a voice
and be heard by us on areas of health they are affected by.
‘You said: We Did’ Events and Initiatives
The CCG appreciates that it is important that patients and the public receive feedback on how
engagement activities have influenced the development of board policy, priorities and actions. We
ensure all our engagement activities and work across the CCG apply a ‘You Said: We Did’ feedback
loop to ensure that when we work alongside our residents their views are part of our daily working.
This has included building up our web presence for people looking to ‘Get Involved’, directing people
to some of our partners as well as letting them know of ways they can let us know their thoughts,
ideas and concerns. We are also working towards making our website more inclusive and accessible,
installing software to allow the site to be translated into over 100 languages, font size adaptability
and colour changes for conditions such as dyslexia and autism .
Winter Warmer Events and Wellbeing Events for Older People
The Winter Health and Wellbeing events were a multi –agency approach to delivering core health,
safety and wellbeing messages to the older community within west Essex. Originally planned and
implemented in 2015, and repeated in 2016 and 2017, the positive feedback from both the target
audience and the participating organisations ensured that the CCG again took a lead role in planning,
organising and delivering these events in 2018.
Winter Warmer events were designed and implemented to assist the elderly population in
maintaining their independence in their own home and community, staying out of acute services
where appropriate for as long as possible, empowering them to take greater control of their lives
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and avoid some of the problems that may impact their health and wellbeing. Overall attendance
reached 500+ residents.
Neighbourhood Working and Primary Care Networks
There are 9 neighbourhoods serving their local populations in west Essex. These neighbourhood
teams consist of GP practices, community health services, mental health, voluntary sector, care
providers and social care working together to improve patient care at a local level. The
neighbourhoods across west Essex are as follows:




Harlow – North Harlow, Central Harlow, South Harlow
Epping Forest – Epping & Ongar, Waltham Abbey, Loughton, Buckhurst Hill & Chigwell
Uttlesford – North Uttlesford, South Uttlesford

In 2018, each neighbourhood team piloted new ways of working in 2018. Projects included services
to proactively support patients who are identified as moderately frail, which involved offering
patients longer appointments to provide support with current and potentially future health and
social care needs, and signposting to other services as appropriate. These longer appointments
change the emphasis of care being reactive at a time of illness, to proactive care and patients have
found them beneficial.
The neighbourhood teams also harnessed the work of care navigators (also known as social
prescribers). These professionals bring a wealth of knowledge and expertise to help people navigate
around the health, care and the voluntary sector to find services to meet their needs. They are
crucial in improving health and wellbeing of our population and reducing loneliness.
The neighbourhoods also piloted new ways of working in primary care by introducing different
healthcare professionals into the general practice team alongside nurses and GPs. Emergency care
practitioners joined the teams to support GPs with home visits. Physiotherapists joined the teams to
see patients with musculoskeletal conditions at the first point of contact, rather than as a referral
after a GP appointment. These pilots have helped practices to manage the demand for
appointments and help address some of the recruitment and retention issues currently facing
primary care (in particular GP recruitment and retention). These pilots were so successful the CCG
will be rolling them out to all GP practices during 2019/20.
Other neighbourhood pilots include:







shared nurse posts to provide urgent on the day appointments across a number of practices
community builder to work with GP practices and the community, reducing loneliness and
support patients to have an active role in the community
shared nurse posts to provide advanced care planning for patients nearing the end of life to
ensure patients and their families are effectively supported at this time
Shared IT patient call/recall systems to improve long term condition management for
patients
Introduction of health check monitors in general practice
Proactive support and emergency support to patients with breathlessness

At the beginning of January 2019, NHS England published the NHS Long Term Plan. The aims of the
plan are:


everyone gets the best start in life
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world class care for major health problems
supporting people to age well

One of the key areas in the Long Term Plan was the development of Primary Care Networks, as the
foundation for Integrated Care Systems. Primary Care Networks will cover a population of 3050,000 patients and will be made up of GP practices, and the wider team of community nursing,
pharmacists, social care, and voluntary sector. This population size is small enough to give a sense
of local ownership, but big enough to have impact. The networks will provide a structure for
integrated working around the population, funding services locally for the patients they serve. Over
the course of 5 years, Primary care networks will support improved access to general practice,
improved digital offer to patients ie. increase in appointments available online, introduce skill mix
within the general practice team (with funding available for pharmacists, social prescribers,
physiotherapists and paramedics). The CCG is currently working with General Practice and the wider
neighbourhood teams to establish Primary Care Networks in West Essex, which will become
operational from Summer 2019.
Information Technology and Estates:
Following our ITSM contract award to Arden & GEM CSU in 2018, the migration to a new and
improved infrastructure is underway to support General Practice, placing us on a more secure
platform with the ability to meet the demands of an increasing IT and Digital landscape. A project to
implement HSCN has also commenced, enabling greater speeds and capacity for our Practices.
My Care Record and Interoperability. STP Wide Interoperability Programme underway with clear
governance now established. My Care Record is the brand of choice for the STP with over 150
organisations signed up to My Care Record
E-consult and NHSApp. The discovery phase for E Consult products and requirements is now
complete for WECCG, with Practices specifying a clear requirement for self-help, signposting, video
and triage. A procurement will follow in 2019.
The CCG is refreshing our Estates Strategy and is supporting Premises development at Waltham Abbey,
Saffron Walden and Felsted. Lister House opened their new premises in 2018 and the double floor
extension at Thaxted will complete in 2019.

Public Consultations
There have been no formal, statutory consultations during the last twelve months.
However, we have continued to involve local residents around improvements to services. These
have included:
Our new Integrated Urgent Care procurement and subsequent new service from 1 April. Local
residents were involved in the two day shortlisting and selection of the new provider of this service,
which integrated NHS111, Extended Hours and Out of Hours service from four different providers to
one.
Medicines Champions – a group of local residents, including patients with long term conditions
requiring medication have continued to advise the Medicines Optimisation board on a number of
key campaigns and initiatives. These include an Open the Bag campaign developed with this group,
and other patient groups within our STP to reduce medicines waste. They also supported the CCG to
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raise awareness around Over the Counter medicines and how many medicines prescribed could be
bought for cheaper from local pharmacies and supermarkets, thus freeing up vital resources to
support other patients requiring medication with higher cost value.
Reducing Health Inequality
Workforce Race Quality Standard (WRES)
The WRES requires NHS organisations to demonstrate progress against a number of indicators or
workforce equality, including a specific indicator to address the low levels of Black and Minority
Ethnic (BME) board representation. All providers, as holders of the NHS standard contract started to
implement the WRES from April 2015. CCG’s are required to seek assurance and receive an annual
report from providers; this process is imbedded within the CCG.
Equality and Diversity Report
Introduction
Equality is relevant to everyone, not just certain groups of people. Everybody is protected under the
Equality Act 2010 from discrimination or harassment, if this treatment is because of a protected
characteristic.
The purpose of this document is to publish information to demonstrate how West Essex Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) is meeting our Public Sector Equality Duties in relation to the Equality
Act 2010.
The CCG is required to publish this information as specified in the Equality Act 2010 (Statutory
Duties) regulations 2011, section 2 – Publishing information.
Section 149 of the Equality Act outlines the general duties to have due regard to the following in the
exercising of our functions:
• Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or
under the Equality Act.
• Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
and persons who do not share it
• Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons
who do not share it.
These duties are relevant to the protected characteristics of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age;
Disability;
Gender reassignment;
Pregnancy and maternity;
Race;
Religion or belief;
Sex;
Sexual orientation.
Marital status (in employment only)
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In addition consideration is also given to other disadvantaged groups who experience health
inequalities such as:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People who are carers
People who are homeless;
People who live in poverty;
People in stigmatised occupations (e.g. Prostitution);
People who misuse drugs;
People with limited family or social networks;
People who are geographically isolated.

Due Regard to the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED)
Showing due regard to the PSED means that the CCG should consider the aims of the Duty in a way
that is proportionate to the issue at hand.
When making decisions the CCG should look to remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic and
taking steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic that are
different from the needs of persons who do not share it
Decision makers should ensure that they give real consideration to these aims and think about the
impact of policies with rigour and with an open mind, in such a way that might influence the final
decision. They should do this before and during policy formation and when a decision is taken.
Addressing equality in this way should be considered business as usual, not an exceptional activity.
Case law has established that what is important is not the preparation of a particular document, but
that officials give proper, informed consideration to equality issues at the right time and that they
keep a record of that consideration.
Equality analyses / equality impact assessments are just one of many ways of demonstrating
compliance with the PSED.
It is important that any conclusions arising from the equality analyses are able to influence policies
and practices.

For Patients
West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group is responsible for ensuring everyone in West Essex has
access to a choice of high quality health services. We provide funding for Health Care Services
including community services, hospitals and Mental Health provision.
Our responsibilities are:
• Assessing the health needs of local people;
• Commissioning the right services;
• Improving the overall health of the local communities;
• Ensuring that services can be accessed by everyone;
• Listening to patients' views on services and acting on them.
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For Staff
• Recruitment and selection processes are transparent and include equality impact assessment.
• Policies to support staff in the workplace (e.g. Dignity at Work, Flexible Working) have a focus on
promoting equality
The annual staff survey has equality themes and can be analysed by protected characteristic. Each
year, the staff survey is analysed and an action plan developed to address issues.

Commissioned Services
• We assess the health needs of the population of West Essex and ensure that health inequalities
information about the people of West Essex is available to commissioners via the Joint Strategy
Needs Assessment (JSNA);
• Every service that is commissioned will include an equality impact assessment and it is a
requirement for our providers to produce their own Equality Impact Assessment;
• Contract monitoring includes equality indicators for all commissioned services.

Partnership Working
West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group is working in partnership with a number of key
stakeholders. These include:









Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP)
Integrated Care Partnership (ICP)
Local and County Councils
Trusts
Voluntary and charity sectors
Healthwatch Essex
Schools and Colleges

The CCG is also working with the working with the Herts Valleys CCG Human Resources and
Organisational Development and Learning shared service, which includes a dedicated equality and
diversity lead. Through this partnership working the CCG is adopting elements of systems
governance to improve equality and diversity outcomes for staff and patients.

The NHS Equality Delivery System
In 2019 West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group will be using the NHS Equality Delivery System
(EDS2) to work with partners and patients to assess how well we perform for the equality groups
against the following EDS2 goals:
• Better health outcomes for all;
• Improved patient access and experience;
• Empowered, engaged and well-supported staff;
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• Inclusive leadership at all levels;
• Undeveloped there is no evidence from protected groups on the experience.
The Equality Objectives due to be completed in 2019 are:•

Increase the diversity of local people involved in CCG’s commissioning

•

Ensure commissioners have up to date data and access to information to inform commissioning
decisions.

•

Enable and support providers in their compliance in implementing the Accessible Information
Standard.

•

Review and improve our own accessible information and communication support.

•

Improve ease of access and connectivity for the public to the Patient Advisory and Liaison Service
(PALS) across west Essex health organisations.

•

Improve our staff’s ability to commission services for diverse communities by providing training and
development.

•

Explore equality of access, consistency of request consideration and outcome for special leave,
study leave and flexible working and act on the findings

•

Further embed effective process for equality impact assessments and achieve mainstreaming in
business planning processes.

•

Sign up for Learning Disability Employment Pledge and deliver actions to achieve.

•

Implement the Workforce Race Equality Standard.

•

Ensure providers implement the Workforce Race Equality Standard

The current equality action plan finishes in November 2019. We will use the EDS2 assessment to develop a
new equality action plan.

West Essex Equality Monitoring Report
The following tables give an overview of the equality make up of our staff group. The CCG employs
169 people.
Gender
Female
Male

Employee Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79

77.5%
22.5%

Total
7.1%
21.9%
26.6%
34.3%
9.5%
0.6%
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Ethnic Origin
White
BME
Undeclared

Total
70.4%
18.3%
11.3%

Disabled
No
Yes
Not Declared
Undefined

Total
60.4%
2.4%
30.8%
6.5%

Religious Belief
Atheism
Buddhism
Christianity
Hinduism
I do not wish to disclose my religion/belief
Islam
Judaism
Other
Undefined

Total
7.1%
1.8%
33.1%
4.7%
40.8%
3.0%
1.2%
3.0%
5.3%

Sexual Orientation
Gay or Lesbian
Heterosexual or Straight
Not stated (person asked but declined to provide a response)
Undefined
Marital Status
Civil Partnership
Divorced
Legally Separated
Married
Single
Unknown
Widowed

Pay Band

Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 6
Band 7
Band 8 - Range A
Band 8 - Range B
Band 8 - Range C
Band 8 - Range D
Band 9

Female

0.8%
2.3%
10.7%
11.5%
14.5%
16.0%
13.0%
9.9%
3.1%
5.3%
1.5%

Total
1.8%
58.6%
34.3%
5.3%

Total
1.2%
6.5%
0.6%
63.9%
23.1%
3.6%
1.2%

Male

2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
7.9%
0.0%
10.5%
13.2%
2.6%
7.9%
2.6%
2.6%

Pay Band
as % of
workforce
1.2%
1.8%
8.3%
10.7%
11.2%
14.8%
13.0%
8.3%
4.1%
4.7%
1.8%
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Non AFC
VSM
Grand Total

9.2%
2.3%
100.0%

42.1%
7.9%
100.0%

16.6%
3.6%
100.0%

Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response
Within the Civil Contingencies Act, CCGs have a duty to be prepared for incidents and emergencies.
CCGs are classed as a “category two” responder and are seen as a “co-operating body”. This means
that they are less likely to be at the heart of planning, but we will be involved in any incident that
affects the health sector. The CCG’s role is one of co-operation, coordination and sharing
information.
The Essex CCGs have an Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR) and Business
Continuity Strategy this ensures that the Essex CCGs respond according to the Civil Contingencies Act
2004, Health and Social Care Act 2012 and NHS England national policy and guidance, including the
NHS England EPRR Framework 2015 and NHS England EPRR core standards.

Following the July 2018 review by the Emergency Planning team of CCG compliance against the NHS
England EPRR Core Standards, the CCG achieved “full” compliance.
The Essex CCGs have a generic Incident Response and Incident Coordination Centre Plan which
outlines the process for establishing an Incident Coordination Centre and an Incident Response
Team within the local CCG. These plans have been updated during 2019.
Business Continuity Management (BCM) is a statutory requirement for all Essex CCGs. Suitable plans
aligned to the international Business Continuity Standard ISO22301 have been developed to enable
the Essex CCGs to respond to an internal incident or disruption. This process is supported by the
CCG’s Business Continuity Management System and Policy and each of the Essex CCG’s Business
Continuity Plan.
In December 2018, the Department of Health and Social Care published EU Exit Operational
Guidance which requires all health and care organisations to undertake local EU Exit readiness
planning, local risk assessments and plan for wider potential impacts. The Emergency Planning team
are working to ensure that the requirements of this guidance are in place for the Essex CCGs.
On behalf of the Essex CCGs, the Emergency Planning Team works in collaboration with NHS England
Midlands and East (East); they also represent them at the Local Health and Resilience Forum and
Essex Resilience Forum.

Sustainable Development
We are committed to embedding sustainable healthcare, both in our day to day operations and
through encouraging key partners and providers to do the same.
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The CCG achieves measurable progress in taking this agenda forward through our Board approved
Sustainable Development Management Plan (SDMP) objectives. Our SDMP was developed as a
result of our self-assessments each year using the Sustainable Development Unit’s (SDU) Good
Corporate Citizen (GCC) toolkit, which assessed organisational commitment to Corporate Social
Responsibility. Progress on an overarching action plan generated by our SDMP is reported to our
Executive Committee every six months and then to our Board by the Director of Corporate Services
who has organisational responsibility for this agenda.
During 2018/19 NHS West Essex CCG has successfully completed actions identified against objectives
in the following key areas of the SDMP action plan:







Facilities Management
Procurement
Travel
Workforce
Corporate Approach
Adaptation

Hosting of Hertfordshire and West Essex Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (HWE STP)
Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships do not have a legal status and are therefore not a
statutory body. This means that they and their team need to be hosted by a statutory body and
from 1st July 2018 West Essex CCG (WECCG) became the host of HWE STP. The hosting
arrangements are detailed in a Governance Framework Agreement agreed by the STP Leader and
the CCG. The hosting entails the provision of financial services, HR services, including employment
of staff. It also means that the STP is expected to adhere to the policies and procedures of the CCG.
The STP exists to identify and drive delivery of strategic changes to the HWE health and care system
that will both improve outcomes for local people, support the population to become healthier and
ensure that services are financially sustainable. The STP also oversees delivery of transformation
across the system.
The STP is formed from the following NHS and partner organisations across Hertfordshire and West
Essex:













East & North Hertfordshire CCG
Herts Valleys CCG
West Essex CCG
The Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust
East & North Hertfordshire NHS Trust
West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust
Hertfordshire Partnership University NHS FT
Hertfordshire Community NHS Trust
Essex Partnership University NHS FT
Hertfordshire County Council
Essex County Council
East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust
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In the period from July 2018 to end of March 2019 the STP has had a team of 15.7 funded
establishment . Due to the nature of the STP no permanent staff are appointed, instead it is a
mixture of secondments, short term placement and fixed term contracts. Please note some of these
staff have been short term placements and that this figures does not represent funded
establishment.

ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT
Corporate Governance Report: Members Report
Members Profile
Dr Rob Gerlis, Chair of the CCG was a GP principal at the Ross Practice in
Harlow for 30 years. He is now a locum GP at the Ross Practice.
He qualified at The London Hospital Medical College, Whitechapel in 1982 and
completed his GP training in Epping in 1986 where he worked at Princess
Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust, St. Margaret’s Hospital and Herts and Essex
Community Hospital.
Dr Gerlis has been involved in Primary Care management since entering General
Practice and was Professional Executive Committee chair for Harlow Primary
Care Group from 2006.
He gained Fellowship of Royal College of General Practitioners in 2013.

Andrew Geldard joined the CCG as Interim Chief Officer on 15 January 2018. A
qualified accountant, he began his NHS career as an Information Analyst at
South East Thames Regional Health Authority. He also held a number of
senior Finance Director roles, including a two year stint at Southend Primary
Care Trust. Andrew led North Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation
Trust as Chief Executive for eight years.
Having joined the CCG as Interim Chief Officer in April 2016 for three months,
he has since been working with the Sustainable Transformation Partnership as
Finance Lead and has now returned to the CCG as Chief Officer on an interim
basis for twelve months, since extended by a further six months.
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Dean Westcott has held a number of senior finance positions in the NHS, has
worked within Acute, Primary Care and Health Authority sectors. He is
currently on secondment to the Herts and West Essex STP, a role he took up in
January 2019. He was Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance at the
CCG from April 2018 – Jan 2019.
A former Finance Director at both Harlow and West Essex Primary Care Trusts,
Dean was also Finance Director at Hinchingbrooke Health Care NHS Trust
where he led the Trusts finance input from the management franchise transfer
to the private sector provider, Circle Health.
Dean is a past President of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) and is currently a Chairman of the Association’s pension scheme. He has also served as a past
Chairman of ACCA’s Audit and Finance Committees as well as Health Service Network and the
International Public Sector Committee.
John Leslie to add John Leslie has held a number of senior finance positions in the NHS. He joined
the CCG as cover for Dean Westcott who has gone on secondment to West Essex and Hertfordshire
STP. He has been the Interim Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance at the CCG since
December 2018.
Dr Christine Moss has been a GP in Buckhurst Hill for over 25 years and has
worked in local service development for over 15 years.
Specific roles at the CCG include Caldicott Guardian and clinical advisor to
Contracts including Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust and SEPT. She has
specific interests in Cancer Services and Population Health management,
driving forward improving health and care outcomes to all residents in west
Essex by improving integration and reducing variation.

Toni Coles is responsible for the delivery of the CCG’s transformation
programmes, including urgent care and programmes for older people. She is
also responsible for ensuring the integration of services.
Toni has spent her career working in the NHS. Starting out as a trainee
accountant within an acute hospital, she has held various roles within
secondary care finance and project management. Moving into
commissioning in 2003, Toni was responsible for introducing the new GP
contract for Uttlesford Primary Care Trust. She continued to remain
involved in primary care commissioning and her first executive appointment
was as Director of Primary Care for West Essex Primary Care Trust.

Jane Kinniburgh’s experience includes over 20 years working as a clinician in
the community, as a District Nurse in south east London, Harlow and
Uttlesford.
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Over the last ten years her roles have included Director of Nursing for Uttlesford Primary Care Trust
and Assistant Director for Clinical Service Redesign at Mid Essex Primary Care Trust - where she led
the re-design of integrated community services and palliative care service improvement.
Jane joined West Essex CCG in March 2014 as Director of Nursing and Quality and is committed to
working across the health economy with local communities and partners to embed high quality
services and the best possible outcomes for west Essex residents.

Peter Wightman is the CCG’s lead for primary care commissioning which
includes responsibilities fully delegated by NHS England to the CCG. Peter is
also CCG director lead for medicines management, development of
neighbourhoods, frailty, Information Management and Technology (IM&T)
and Estates. Peter joined the NHS in 1990 and has 18 years experience at
Board level. He has extensive experience in commissioning primary care
services and commissioning of acute, mental health, community and public
health services.

Ian Tompkins, took up a permanent role with the CCG in February 2019 as
Associate Director, Corporate Services. Ian Tompkins is responsible for the
CCG’s corporate services, including its governance, communications and
public/patient engagement. He also oversees the external support provided
for the organisation’s human resources, learning and development and
payroll services.
A PR professional by trade, Ian has over 45 years’ experience in both the
public and private sector. Having occupied numerous senior roles in the rail
industry, NHS and local government, he played a key part in promoting the
regeneration of east London and its successful hosting of the London 2012
Olympic Games. His private sector experience includes working for the rock
group Queen, the legal sector and West Ham United FC, where he was project director for the club’s
move to its new home at the London Stadium.
Ian’s previous NHS role was as director of communications for the East London Health & Care
Partnership (STP).
Maggie Pacini is west Essex’s designated Consultant in Public Health. Public
Health moved to Essex County Council (ECC) in April 2013 and Maggie splits
her time between county hall and the CCG.
Maggie focuses on the planning of services based upon the health needs
assessment, evidence-based practice and prioritisation. She will also act as a
link back to the rest of the public health team at ECC, the other CCG Public
Health consultants and the team at Public Health England (PHE) / NHS
England Essex Area Team.
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Maggie is also the Consultant in Public Health aligned with Mid Essex CCG since September 2015.

Dr Kamal Bishai is lead for the Epping Forest locality.
Having worked as a local GP for over 25 years, Dr Bishai has represented
fellow GPs in various roles throughout his career. He is currently GP
member of the CCG Board, and represents GPs on the on the Board's
Audit, Quality, and Finance & Performance subcommittees. He was until
August 2018 also GP Vice Chair of the Board and Epping Forest Locality
Lead.

Dr Amik Aneja studied for his medical degree at Guy’s King’s and St Thomas’.
He joined the Harlow Vocational Training scheme in 2004 and worked at
Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust for two years before fully qualifying as a
GP in August 2007.
Following this, he worked as a GP in Barking for two years and subsequently
joined Jenner House in Old Harlow in May 2009.
Amik has been a GP Trainer since January 2011.

Dr Jen West has been a GP Principal at Newport Surgery in Newport,
Uttlesford since 2001. She is one of 2 board members for Uttlesford.
She qualified in Dundee, Scotland in 1982 and completed vocational training
for General Practice in Cambridge in 1999.
Her particular clinical interests are in End of Life / Palliative care and
Musculo-skeletal problems. As Palliative Care Lead for Uttlesford she has
worked with teams across Uttlesford and west Essex to improve quality and
continuity of care for this vulnerable group with a focus on the challenge of
providing good out of hours care. She is currently Musculo-skeletal lead for
west Essex CCG and is working with hospital and community teams to redevelop musculo-skeletal services with a focus on good, locally accessible
services.

Jen also has an interest in GP well-being and after many years of running a
local writing group has become a facilitator for the Writing Workshop for
GPs and other health professionals held annually in Leiston, Suffolk. She is
keen to help develop networks of GPs and others with a view to improving
resilience in the profession.
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Dr Angus Henderson is a GP Partner at the Stansted Surgery in Uttlesford.
Dr Henderson is the Deputy Chief Medical Officer and clinical lead for Right
Care. He has been involved in multiple projects, including primary care
quality improvement and working with the business intelligence teams in
developing the use of data for population health management. He
represents the CCG in both the STP prevention and technology workstreams.
He undertook a period of training in Public Health between 2009-2011 and
obtained Membership of the Faculty of Public Health and also has a Master’s
degree in Public Health from the University of Cambridge.

Peter Boylan began his NHS career in 1980 as a student nurse.
Peter Boylan joined the CCG in July 2016 as a lay member of the Board with
lead responsibility for quality. He chairs the CCG Quality Committee,
responsible for scrutinising the quality of NHS commissioned services. Peter
is also a member of the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee.
As a registered nurse he has held various positions as a clinician, manager
and regulator and more recently as a Director of Nursing and Quality in an
NHS commissioning organisation, Peter has a particular interest in quality
assurance, quality improvement and adult and children’s safeguarding.

Stephen King was appointed Lay Member for Governance and Audit Chair at
the CCG and acts as Deputy Chair. He has 16 years’ experience of NHS NonExecutive director roles in local Primary Care Trusts, as audit chair and often
as vice chair. He was previously a member of the NHS East of England
Innovation Council.
Stephen undertakes a portfolio of Non-Executive roles which include being
Chair of the Stroke Association, Chair of Integrated Care 24 Community
Interest Company (IC24Ltd), Chair of International Association for the
Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) Trading Ltd and a trustee of two pension
schemes. He stepped down as trustee of Sightsavers International in July 18,
having reached the maximum permitted term.
He retired from his full time role as a director of RNIB in 2013 after a 40 year career in reading and
publishing technology and innovation. He worked at board level with a number of international
publishing and entertainment companies and not for profit organisations involved with publishing
and technology innovation.
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Duncan Forsyth was appointed as Secondary Care Consultant to the NHS
West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group late spring 2012.
He joined Addenbrooke’s Hospital as Consultant Geriatrician in 1990 and
was Clinical Director of Medicine for the Elderly 1996–2002. In 2018, he was
appointed Adjunct Professor in the School of Healthcare and Medical
Sciences at Sunway University, Malaysia.
His interests include: Parkinson’s disease; delirium; improving dementia
care in the acute hospital; and end of life care.
In 2010 he set up a specialist delirium ward at Addenbrooke’s. In 2011, the delirium ward team were
finalists in the Nursing Times Awards and won the Trust Division of Medicine Excellence Award. He
currently chairs the Steering Group for the National Audit of Intermediate Care.

Dr Ian Perry studied at Imperial College School of Medicine. He
completed his GP training at West Middlesex University Hospital
GPVTS (Hounslow & Richmond), including a Darzi Fellowship in
Healthcare Management and Commissioning (Hounslow Clinical
Commissioning Group), in 2013.
He enjoys the responsibility of being a GP Partner at Maynard Court
Surgery Waltham Abbey & Nazeing Valley Health Centre. He was
elected by Epping Forest GP colleagues to the West Essex CCG Board,
and also worked as the CCG’s Primary Care Development Clinical Lead
through multiple work streams (including Older People’s Care, Frailty & End of Life Care, Medicines
Optimisation and Information Technology).

Councillor Terry Cutmore was originally elected to the Rochford North division
of Essex County Council in May 2013, where he currently chairs the Audit,
Governance and Standards Committee.
He also serves as a District Councillor on Rochford District Council, originally
elected in 1999 and has been leader of the Council since 2004. He was
Chairman of his local Parish Council for some years before being elected to
serve as a District Councillor. He is clearly interested in local community and
also regional issues.
He additionally serves on the Essex Health and Wellbeing Board representing the Southern Districts
of Essex. He is a Governor representing Essex County Council on Southend University Hospital
Foundation Trust and is chairman of Castle Point and Rochford Local Health and Wellbeing Board. He
has a lifelong background in finance ending in international trade finance, retiring in 2004 where he
became a full time Councillor.
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Councillor Gagan Mohindra was elected by Epping Forest, Harlow and
Uttlesford District Councils to act as an attendee on the CCG's Board from
January 2017. The role is neither remunerated or gains voting rights.
Councillor Gagan Mohindra was elected to Epping Forest District Council in
2006. He currently holds the Business Support Services Portfolio at the
District Council which covers Finance, ICT and HR. He was elected to Essex
County Council in 2017 and is the Cabinet Member for Economic
Development which covers Economic Growth, Skills Strategy, Spatial
Planning and Essex Housing, the Council's in-house development arm.
Gagan is also the Health and Wellbeing Champion for councils in West Essex
and is working to support public agencies to work better together in
meeting local needs.

Bobbie Graham joined the CCG in January 2018 as Lay Member for Patient
and Public Involvement. She chairs the Remuneration Committee. Bobbie is
also a member of the Audit, Quality and Finance and Performance
Committees.
Bobbie is passionate about helping people improve their outcomes in life
and has a track record of community engagement in housing, transport and
welfare to work. She is currently a professional development executive for
Corndel delivering management and leadership training to FTSE 250 clients.
She has previous board experience from her work at the homeless charity
People Can and currently for National Charity P3. She has
extensive experience of local and central government commissioning for
public programmes through her work with DWP and the London Councils.
Bobbie was awarded “Business Person of the Year” by the East London Chamber of Commerce in
2006 and the Serco Chairman’s award for contributing to the success of Serco in 2003. She was also
chosen to be in the Sheila’s wheels advert featuring members of the public dancing and singing in a
pink Cadillac!

David McConnell was appointed Lay Member for WECCG and Chair
of the PCCC in January 2018. He has 15 years experience in leading
charities in the field of Learning Disability, either as Chair of Trustees
or CEO. He is currently Chair of Accuro (Care Services) which provides
fun and safe projects for people with learning difficulties to do in west
Essex and respite for their families.
Prior to that David had a career in the City of London where he
undertook a number of roles in the asset management industry
relating to fund distribution, managing fund distribution teams and
ultimately running a fund distribution division for a major Swiss
Insurer in Zurich.
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His son, Freddie, who has Down's Syndrome and is now 20, was born in Zurich. David is married to
Jane, who is a Judge in the field of Special Educational Needs. They have lived in Uttlesford for 20
years.

Member practices
All 32* GP practices in west Essex are the members of NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning
Group.

Locality

Practice Name
Abridge Surgery
Chigwell Medical Centre
The Forest Practice
High Street Surgery
Kings Medical Centre
The Limes Medical Centre
Loughton Health Centre

Epping

Market Square Surgery
Maynard Court Surgery
Nazeing Valley Health Centre
Ongar Health Centre
The River Surgery
Palmerston Road Surgery
The Loughton Surgery
Addison House Surgery
Barbara Castle Health Centre
Church Langley Medical Centre
Hamilton Practice
Lister Medical Centre

Harlow

Nuffield House Surgery
Old Harlow Health Centre
The Ross Practice
Sydenham House Health Centre
Angel Lane Surgery
The Crocus Surgery
Elsenham Surgery
Eden Surgery
John Tasker House Surgery

Uttlesford

Newport Surgery
Stansted Surgery
Steeple Bumpstead Surgery
Thaxted Surgery
The Gold St Surgery
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* Osler House Medical Centre closed 31 March 2018.

Composition of Governing Body
The CCG Board members during 2018-19 were:
Name

Designation as at 1 April 2018

Year End position

Dr Rob Gerlis

Chair and Harlow locality representative
Clinical Vice Chair and Epping Forest
Locality representative

Chair and Harlow locality representative
Clinical Vice Chair and Epping Forest Locality
representative

Andrew Geldard

Interim Chief Officer (Accountable Officer)

Interim Chief Officer (Accountable Officer)

Dean Westcott

Director of Finance, Contracting and
Performance/Deputy Chief Officer

On secondment to STP from Jan 2019

Dr Kamal Bishai

John Leslie

Interim Director of Finance, Contracting and
Performance
GP Board Member for Uttlesford
GP Board Member for Uttlesford

Dr Angus Henderson
Dr Jen West
Dr Sanjeev Rana
Dr Ian Perry
Dr Amik Aneja
Dr Christine Moss
Toni Coles
Jane Kinniburgh

GP Board Member for Uttlesford
GP Board Member for Uttlesford
GP Board Member for Epping Forest

Duncan Forsyth

Secondary Care Consultant
Deputy Chair and Lay member –
Governance
Lay Member – Patient and Public
Engagement (PPE)

Secondary Care Consultant

Peter Boylan (non-voting)
David McConnall
Dorothy Blundell
Ian Tompkins
James Roach

Lay Member – Quality
Lay Member – Primary Care
Director of Corporate Services

Lay Member – Quality
Lay Member – Primary Care

Integrated Commissioning Director

Integrated Commissioning Director

Peter Wightman

Director of Primary Care and Localities

Director of Primary Care and Localities

Maggie Pacini
(non-voting) attendee

Consultant, Public Health

Consultant, Public Health

Councillor Terry Cutmore
(non-voting) attendee

Essex County Council Representative

Essex County Council Representative

West Essex District Council Representative
for Epping, Harlow and Uttlesford District
Councils

West Essex District Council Representative for Epping,
Harlow and Uttlesford District Councils

Stephen King
Bobbie Graham

Councillor Gagan Mohindra
(non-voting) attendee

GP Board Member for Harlow
Clinical Director
Director of Transformation
Director of Nursing and Quality

GP Board Member for Epping Forest
GP Board Member for Harlow
Chief Medical Officer
Director of Transformation
Director of Nursing and Quality

Deputy Chair and Lay member – Governance
Lay Member – Patient and Public Engagement (PPE)

Associate Director, Corporate Services – as of Feb 2019

Committee(s), including Audit Committee
Membership of the sub-committees of the CCG Board, including for the Audit Committee, are
detailed within the Annual Governance Statement on page 29.
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Register of Interests
A Register of Interests for the CCG’s decision makers is available on the CCG website via the link
https://westessexccg.nhs.uk/news-and-publications/publications/registers-and-declarations/boardand-subcommittee-registers-of-interest/2018-19/2750-nhs-west-essex-clinical-commissioninggroup-decision-maker-register-of-interests-2018-19/file
Personal data related incidents
There were no serious incidents requiring investigation and involving personal data reported to the
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) in 2018-2019.
Statement of Disclosure to Auditors
Each individual who is a member of the CCG at the time the Members Report is approved confirms:


so far as the member is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s
auditor is unaware that would be relevant for the purposes of their audit report



the member has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken in order to make him
or herself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the CCG’s
auditor is aware of it.

Modern Slavery Act
NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group fully supports the Government’s objectives to
eradicate modern slavery and human trafficking but does not meet the requirements for producing
an annual Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement as set out in the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
Statement of Accountable Officer’s Responsibilities
The National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) (the NHS Act 2006) states that each Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) shall have an Accountable Officer and that Officer shall be appointed by
the NHS Commissioning Board (NHS England). NHS England has appointed Andrew Geldard to be the
Accountable Officer of NHS West Essex CCG.
The responsibilities of an Accountable Officer are set out under the NHS Act 2006, Managing Public
Money and in the Clinical Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter. They
include responsibilities for:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The propriety and regularity of the public finances for which the Accountable Officer is
answerable;
Keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time
the financial position of the CCG and enable them to ensure that the accounts comply
with the requirements of the Accounts Direction;
Such internal control as they determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error;
Safeguarding the CCGs assets (and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities);
The relevant responsibilities of accounting officers under Managing Public Money;
Ensuring the CCG exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically (in
accordance with Section 14Q of the NHS Act 2006 and with a view to securing
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•

continuous improvement in the quality of services (in accordance with Section14R of the
NHS Act 2006; and
Ensuring that the CCG complies with its financial duties under Sections 223H to 223J of
the NHS Act 2006.

Under the NHS Act 2006, NHS England has directed each CCG to prepare for each financial year
financial statements in the form and on the basis set out in the Accounts Direction. The financial
statements are prepared on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of
affairs of the CCG and of its net expenditure, changes in taxpayers’ equity and cash flows for the
financial year.
In preparing the financial statements, the Accountable Officer is required to comply with the
requirements of the Group Accounting Manual issued by the Department of Health and in particular
to:
•

•
•

•
•

Observe the Accounts Direction issued by NHS England, including the relevant
accounting and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a
consistent basis;
Make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis;
State whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the Group Accounting
Manual issued by the Department of Health have been followed, and disclose and
explain any material departures in the financial statements; and,
Assess the CCGs ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern; and
Use the going concern basis of accounting unless they have been informed by the
relevant national body of the intention to dissolve the CCG without the transfer of its
services to another public sector entity.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, and subject to the disclosures set out below (eg. directions
issued, s30 letter issued by internal auditors), I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out
under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), Managing Public Money and in my Clinical
Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
Accountable Officer’s Declaration
I also confirm that:
•

•

As far as I am aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s auditors
are unaware, and that as Accountable Officer, I have taken all the steps that I ought to
have taken to make myself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that
the CCG’s auditors are aware of that information; and
The annual report and accounts as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable and that
I take personal responsibility for the annual report and accounts and the judgments
required for determining that it is fair, balanced and understandable.

[insert final signature]
Andrew Geldard
Accountable Officer – [ ] May 2019
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Governance Statement
Introduction and context
NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group is a body corporate established by NHS England on 1
April 2013 under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended).
The clinical commissioning group’s statutory functions are set out under the National Health Service
Act 2006 (as amended). The CCG’s general function is arranging the provision of services for persons
for the purposes of the health service in England. The CCG is, in particular, required to arrange for
the provision of certain health services to such extent as it considers necessary to meet the
reasonable requirements of its local population.
As at 1 April 2018, the clinical commissioning group is not subject to any directions from NHS
England issued under Section 14Z21 of the National Health Service Act 2006.

Scope of responsibility
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the clinical commissioning group’s policies, aims and objectives, whilst
safeguarding the public funds and assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance with
the responsibilities assigned to me in Managing Public Money. I also acknowledge my responsibilities
as set out under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) and in my Clinical
Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
I am responsible for ensuring that the clinical commissioning group is administered prudently and
economically and that resources are applied efficiently and effectively, safeguarding financial
propriety and regularity. I also have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control within the clinical commissioning group as set out in this governance statement.

Governance arrangements and effectiveness
The main function of the governing body is to ensure that the group has made appropriate
arrangements for ensuring that it exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and
complies with such generally accepted principles of good governance as are relevant to it.
The CCG’s Constitution sets out the arrangements made for the group to meet its responsibilities for
commissioning care for the people for whom it is responsible. It describes the governing principles,
rules and procedures that the group has established to ensure probity and accountability in the day
to day running of the CCG; to ensure that decisions are taken in an open and transparent way and
that the interests of patients and the public remain central to its goals.
The Constitution has been supported by the CCG’s Standing Orders, Standing Financial
Instructions and Scheme of Reservation and Delegation and policies including managing conflicts of
interest. The Corporate Governance Manual sets out those decisions that are reserved for the
membership as a whole and decisions that are the responsibility of its governing body.
The group has observed generally accepted principles of good governance in the way that it has
conducted its business, in line with it’s Business Code of Conduct which brings together existing
standards and guidance from the NHS and other CCG adopted standards and guidance.
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The Code is designed to complement the NHS Constitution, the CCG’s Constitution, CCG policies,
official guidance from NHS England and legislation and regulatory requirements. It also describes
the arrangements to be followed for any offers and, any offers and acceptance of, gifts and
hospitality to and by CCG individuals.
The generally accepted principles of good governance applied by the CCG in conducting its business
include:





The highest standards of propriety involving impartiality, integrity and objectivity in
relation to the stewardship of public funds, the management of the organisation and the
conduct of it’s business;
The Good Governance Standard for Public Services;
The standards of behaviour published by the Committee on Standards in Public Life
(1995) known as the ‘Nolan Principles’;
The seven key principles of the NHS Constitution;
The Equality Act 2010.

The group has demonstrated its accountability to its members, localities, local people, stakeholders
and to NHS England in a number of ways, including by:












Publishing its Constitution;
Appointing independent lay members and a non-GP clinician to its governing body;
Holding meetings of its governing body in public (except where the Board considers that
it would not be in the public interest in relation to all or part of a meeting);
Publishing an annual commissioning plan;
Complying with local authority, health overview and scrutiny requirements;
Producing annual accounts for this financial year which have been externally audited;
Holding a planned Annual General Meeting on 26th July 2018 in order to publish and
present the annual report and audited accounts for the year ending 2017-18;
Having a published and clear complaints process;
Complying with the Freedom of Information Act 2000;
Providing information to NHS England as required;
Working closely with Internal Audit and Counter Fraud Services to ensure assurance and
risk processes within work programmes are aligned to the statutory responsibilities of
the CCG.

In addition to these statutory requirements the group has demonstrated its accountability by:



Publishing it’s principle commissioning and operational policies;
Held monthly or every other month - member practice, membership meetings and
regular GP shutdown meetings;
 Holding west Essex public engagement events in 2018-2019, including regular
patient forum meetings and attendance at events such as the Epping Town Show.

The Board
The Board is responsible for setting the strategic priorities of the CCG. This includes ensuring the
optimal use of resources to improve health and health services. This remit includes commissioning of
elective hospital care, rehabilitation, urgent and emergency care (including out of hours services),
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community health services, services for children and younger persons, maternity services, mental
health and learning disability services.
The Board, acting on behalf of the CCG membership, is responsible for ensuring that the CCG has
appropriate governance frameworks, resources, capability and capacity in place to enable the CCG
to exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically to meet its delegated
responsibilities and in accordance with accepted good governance principles.
The Board is responsible for holding the executive to account for the delivery of the CCG strategy.
The Board will be advised on all service and commissioning decisions by the Executive Health and
Care Commissioning Committee.
The membership of the Board can be found within the Corporate Governance Report on [add page
number]. Attendance of the Board meetings is detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Voting

CCG Chair (CV)
CCG Vice Chair (CV)
Chief Officer – until January 2018 (V)
Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance (V)
Director of Primary Care and Localities (V)
Director of Nursing and Quality (CV)

6/6
5/6
6/6
6/6
5/6
3/6

Director of Corporate Services (V)
Chief Medical Officer (CV)
Director of Transformation (V)
Lay Member – Governance (V)
Lay Member – PPE – (V)
Lay Member – PPE – (V)
Lay Member – Primary Care – (V)
Lay Member – Quality (NV)
Consultant in Public Health (NV)
Secondary Care Consultant (CV)
Essex County Council Representative (NV)
Local Council Representative (NV)
GP Board Member – Uttlesford (CV)
GP Board Member – Uttlesford (CV)
GP Board Member – Harlow (CV)
GP Board Member – Epping (CV)
V – voting CV – clinical voting NV – non voting attendee.

6/6
6/6
4/6
6/6
6/6
6/6
6/6
3/6
5/6
3/6
5/6
2/6
5/6
5/6
1/6
5/6

The key highlights of the Board’s work for this year have been:
Commissioning functions and duties relating to CCG Listening to our population through reports at every board meeting on patient experience of the services we
commission. Agreed service delivery model or integrated urgent care in West Essex following a procurement
process. The Board also received updates on the PAH redevelopment programme. The Board reviewed The
NHS Long Term Plan which was published in January 2019 and the implications for the CCG.
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Finance and Performance Receiving detailed Finance, Activity, Contracting and Transformation (FACT) reports presented at each Board
meeting for discussion and approval. The Board also note the work of the Finance and Performance
committee in relation to the FACT reporting programme. In addition the Board receives regular reports on
finance, performance, quality, safeguarding, information governance, risk management and board
assurance, emergency planning, resilience and response and associated management arrangements.
Governance
The Board ratified the appointment of 6 GP Board members, with two GPs each for Epping Forest, Harlow
and Uttlesford localities, following an election process ran by The Local Medical Council. The Board also
ratified the re-appointment of the CCG Chair and appointment of a new Clinical Vice Chair.
West Essex CCG agreed to host the STP and the oversight for this will sit with the Audit Committee and
Remuneration Committee. Agreed the ministerial recommendations proposed for VSM pay review as well
as contractual arrangements for the governing body and clinical leads. The Board approved delegation to
the Transforming Care Partnership Board to award the contract for specialist learning disability health
services across Essex.
Receiving regular reports from the Board’s sub-committees and agreeing their terms of reference.
Cooperation
Regular reports are received by the Board on our Integrated Care Partnership. The Board approved the ICP
governance model to launch in shadow form from 1st November 2018, endorsed the development of a
formal Alliance Agreement to underpin the ICP and its governance model and supported the transition from
shadow ICP governance to full delegated authority in identified areas from 1st April 2019. Receiving and
reviewing regular updates on the Hertfordshire and west Essex Sustainability and Transformation
Partnership. 3 CCG Board meeting was held with colleagues in Herts and West Essex STP to discuss
collaborative working.
Audit Committee
The Audit Committee supports the Board and Chief Officer by reviewing, scrutinising and making
recommendations on the comprehensiveness and reliability of assurances on governance, risk management,
the control environment and the integrity of financial statements and the annual report.
The committee critically reviews and makes recommendations on the CCG’s financial reporting and internal
control principles and ensure an appropriate relationship with both internal and external auditors is
maintained.
The membership and attendance records of the Audit Committee are detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Member

Lay Member – Governance (Committee Chair)

7/7

Lay Member - Public and Patient Engagement (PPE)

1/7*

Lay Member - Quality

1/7*

Lay Member for Primary Care

7/7

Attendees
GP Board Member and Vice Chair of the CCG
GP Board Member

6/7
1/7
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Deputy Chief Medical Officer
Chief Officer
Finance, Contracting and Performance Director
Governance and Risk Manager
Internal Audit Representative for Mazars
Local Counter Fraud Specialist

3/7
3/7
6/7
5/7
7/7
7/7

External Auditors Representative

3/3

External Auditors Representative for KPMG - from July 2017
Head of Governance and Corporate Services**
Director of Corporate Services*

5/7
3/7
4/7

Deputy Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance – Deputising for Director of
Finance, Contracting and Performance

3/7

[*Lay members for Patient and Public Engagement and Quality are only called on to attend as
required for quoracy]
[**Head of Governance on Secondment from January to August 2018, with attendance covered by
the CCG’s Director of Corporate Services]
The key highlights of the Audit Committee’s work for this year have been:


Completing the procurement of Internal Audit with a new provider starting from April 2019.
We thanked Mazars for their excellent service since our inception



Undertaking a programme of internal audit reviews driven by our 3 year plan



Reviewing the governance arrangements required as part of hosting the Herts & West Essex
STP



Monitoring our readiness for the implementation of the GDPR regulations which came into
force July 2018



Having a number of discussions on business continuity, cyber security and emergency
planning where we work in partnership with others.

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee is a decision making committee responsible for providing effective
leadership that oversees all aspects of operational activities of the CCG, which will ensure that the
CCG has adequate organisational capacity and capability to meet statutory requirements and CCG
strategic development.
The membership and attendance records of the Executive Committee are detailed below:
Role

Attendance

Member
Chief Officer (Committee Chair) – from January 2018 (V)

22/26

CCG GP Board Member (CV )
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Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance (Deputy Chair)
(V)

22/26

Director of Primary Care and Localities (V)

23/26

Director of Transformation (V)

23/23

Director of Nursing and Quality (CV)

20/26

Chief Medical Officer (CV)

19/26

Consultant in Public Health (NV)
Head of Governance and Corporate Services – until September
2017 (NV)
Director of Corporate Services

18/26

Programme Director for Integrated Care
V – voting CV – clinical voting NV – non voting attendee

19/26

The key highlights of the Executive Committee’s work for this year have been:


Delivering the operating plan, managing the associated risks and taking remedial action where
necessary.
Approving the establishment of a project management office
Reviewing the establishment of 9 neighbourhoods in west Essex focusing on over 75s and care
home residents.
Agreeing updated commissioning intentions.





Executive Health and Care Commissioning Committee
The Executive Health and Care Commissioning Committee is a decision making Committee responsible
for making decisions that affect west Essex people on behalf of the Board and / or making
recommendations to the Board on matters relating to:



The development and implementation of commissioning and contracting strategies, plans,
policies and decisions to deliver the CCGs strategic aims and objectives.
The development and implementation of change programmes to deliver integrated health
and care services to meet the needs of our people within resources to deliver improved
outcomes.
(Note: this excludes decisions relating to the procurement of and investment in services in
primary care).

The membership and attendance records of the Executive Health and Care Commissioning
Committee are detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Member

Chief Officer
CCG Chair
CCG Vice Chair
Clinical Lead for Older People
Clinical Lead for Primary Care IT
Clinical Lead for Primary Care

6/11
7/11
8/11
8/11
8/11
6/11
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Clinical Lead for Urgent Care
Clinical Lead for Mental Health and Learning Disabilities
Clinical Lead for Children, Young People and Maternity – until January
2018

7/11

Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance
Deputy Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance
Director of Nursing and Quality
Deputy Director of Nursing and Quality
Director of Transformation
Chief Medical Officer and cancer lead
Deputy Chief Medical Officer
Director of Primary Care and Localities
Consultant in Public Health (PH)

10/11

7/11
6/11

5/11
3/11
2/11
8/11
8/11
4/11
9/11
7/11

The key highlights of the Executive Health and Care Commissioning Committee’s work for this year
have been:



Progress of the STP Clinical Strategy and the Medium Term Financial Plan was reported. The
STP is focusing on priorities and work streams. The STP frailty work stream is similar to the
West Essex work stream. The STP based Cancer work stream will soon be going live.
The STP is bidding for capital money; this will be used to fund the next stages of local
interoperability plans. Debra Fielding has announced she will retire at the end of April 2019.
The STP is considering the future leadership options.



ICP - The CCG Board have awarded the lead provider contract for MSK to PAH for a 5 year
period subject to finalising financial envelope through the NHS Contract negotiation round
(21st March) and a PIN being issued. PAH will be the lead provider for this model and
contract holder, but this service is as presented previously an integrated service offer
incorporating community services and primary care. Key priority areas for year 1 will be the
roll out of the clinical referral service for MSK, the continued development of the persistent
pain pathway and the roll out of the First Contact Practitioner model across West Essex.
These areas have been discussed in more detail at the GP Shut down. A copy of the
mobilisation plan is available should you wish to review.



A final decision on Sydenham House was taking place w/c 14th January 2019. The outcome
was that after ECC had completed their due diligence they had concluded that they couldn’t
invest in Sydenham House on the grounds of cost and risk to ECC and the system as a whole.
ECC proposed that they would approach the market to secure the same amount of beds as
in the Sydenham House model to secure greater provision of D2A beds at a lower rate than
Sydenham House. ECC has also identified that a new unit under development within an
existing care home will be opening late June 2019 providing an additional 49 beds and
another local home with a further 19 beds will be opening in the future. It was noted that a
wider discussion would take place at the next Local Delivery Board.



A 12-week consultation was launched by NHSE in July 2018 on the design and
implementation of the new Evidence-Based Interventions (EBI) Programme. The aim of the
programme was to ensure interventions routinely available on the NHS are evidence based
and appropriate. 17 interventions have been targeted in this phase of the programme. A
paper was presented to the Executive committee in August 2018 and in November 2018 the
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outcome of the consultation programme was published along with statutory commissioning
guidance that sets out clinical criteria for the 17 interventions being targeted in this phase of
the programme. A recommendation paper suggested potential activity and savings, was
presented at WECCG Clinical Policies Group (CPG) on the 9th January 2019. The Executive
Health and Care Commissioning Committee approved all interventions and changes


The procurement has now been concluded and the contract has been awarded to Herts
Urgent Care (HUC). The contract for the IUC will go live on 1st April 2019. A meeting has
taken place with HUC around mobilisation and governance and HUC meet with three GPs at
the CCG to talk through the mobilisation of the service. Communication of the award has
gone out to all stakeholders and clinical leads have been informed. It was noted that TUPE
arrangement have been resolved and staff will be transferred over to the new service. In
relation to IT and telephony visits need to be made to the agreed sites to assess the IT
infrastructure needed. Extended Access - Stellar HC have not released the current model.
Clinical Pathways are required to go to Expert Oversight group to be discussed. Discussion
took place around the Out of Hours arrangements. It was noted that Harlow, Dunmow and
Epping would all operative bases with a skill mix depending on demand with patients in
West Essex also having access to bases run by Herts Urgent Care in Cambridge
(Addenbrookes, Bishops Stortford (Herts and Essex) and Cheshunt (Community Hospital).
Co–location Extended Access services will be based at Lister House, Harlow, Dunmow
Community clinic and St Margaret’s Hospital Epping.



Personal Health Budgets – Two meetings have taken place, one meeting was with Local
Voices who are working with the CCG. The other meeting was with EN&H CCG and it was
noted that they had been approached by the STP to be a demonstration site and funding of
300k was available. It was agreed that we would work with EN&H CCG on this project. The
committee approved the above approach above.



Ongoing commissioning concerns relating to the performance of the CCGs commissioned
Healthy Mind PCPT/IAPT service was discussed. The CCG is to continue to work with HPFT
(Health Minds) to deliver a Collaborative Action Plan to focus achievement of core 15%
access target in line with an agreed trajectory.The recommendation is to develop a
procurement process to commission additional short term capacity for the next 2 years to
achieve as a minimum the Q4 18/19 Access target of 4.75% (Annual 19%) and future targets
to 2020. This will be procured through the AQP route aligning with Hertfordshire to
suppliment existing contract with HPFT accessible through CTS. It was agreed the CCG will
continue to work with STP partners on longer term solutions for IAPT services.



The introduction of a new commissioning framework for services provided by general
practice was reported. This will provide the contractual and financial support to practices to
provide a consistent high quality offer to patients, increasing the opportunities to work more
closely together as neighbourhoods and encourage the change in skill mix to meet the
workforce challenges Primary Care are facing.

Finance and Performance Committee
The Finance and Performance Committee has responsibility for providing an assurance and scrutiny
role on behalf of the Board of all aspects of the CCGs financial performance and strategy,
commissioning and contracting activities including transformation delivery and performance with
the exception of quality indicators.
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The membership and attendance records of the Finance and Performance Committee are detailed
below:

Role

Attendance
Member

Chief Officer

7/12

CCG Vice Chair

9/12

GP Board Member
Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance

11/12

Lay Member – Governance

10/12

Director of Primary Care and Localities

11/12

Director of Transformation

9/12

Chief Medical Officer

6/12

Head of Performance

3/12

Assistant Director of Contracting & Performance

6/12

Director of Nursing & Quality

7/12

Attendee
Public Health Representative (as and when required)

The key highlights of the Finance and Performance Committee’s work for this year have been:










Overseeing the development and monitored reporting of the West Essex Integrated Health
and Social Care Scorecard.
Overseeing the arrangements for and monitoring the reporting of the West Essex Better
Care Fund and the Improved Better Care Fund.
Overseeing the monitoring of all key aspects of the organisation’s performance against key
constitutional targets for all providers together with important recovery actions as required
and in particular local urgent care performance.
Monitoring and oversight of the organisation’s transformation and efficiency schemes.
Receiving regular reports in respect of Primary Care and Estates Developments including
risks to delivery, and primary care delegated commissioning.
Overseeing progress against the quality premium
Receiving and reviewing regular updated against the ICP delivery plan
monitoring of the mobilisation of the new urgent care contract

Quality Committee
The Quality Committee has an assurance and scrutiny role on the performance of all commissioned
services in relation to all aspects of quality and quality improvement, including patient safety,
patient experience and effectiveness of outcomes. This includes a range of statutory duties such as
Infection Prevention and Control, management of serious incidents and never events, complaints
and Safeguarding Children and Adults.
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The membership and attendance records of the Quality Committee are detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Member

Lay Member – Quality (Chair)

6/6

Lay Member – PPE (Vice Chair)
Chief Medical Officer
Director of Nursing and Quality
GP Board Member & Vice Chair
GP Board Member
Primary Care Lead
Secondary Care Consultant
Performance Lead
Attendees
Deputy Director of Nursing and Quality

5/6
5/6
6/6
2/4
4/6
3/6
5/6

Clinical Quality Lead – vacant post
Clinical Quality Specialist
Clinical Quality Lead for MH & LD
Infection Prevention & Control Nurse Specialist – until December
2017 when post became vacant
Designated Nurse Safeguarding and Looked After Children

4/6
1/6

5/6

Designated Nurse Safeguarding Adults
Head of Children, Young People and Maternity Commissioning – no
longer on membership from November 2017
Primary Care Quality Lead
Chief Pharmacist
Assistant Director of Communications and Engagement – no longer
on membership from November 2017

4/4
2/6

The key highlights of the Quality Committee’s work for this year have been:


Strengthening oversight of Continuing Healthcare (CHC) within the CCG and wider system with
regular reporting of performance measures, to ensure that CHC quality standards are met and where
risks are identified, ensuring that robust measures are in place to mitigate and manage.



Increased oversight of quality measures and risk as they relate to provision of primary care services
in west Essex, with the establishment of regular reporting in common across both Quality
Committee and Primary Care Commissioning Committees.



Working with the local authority and wider Essex CCGs to understand the challenges in place to
improve delivery of the Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (LeDeR) Programme and the
establishment of more detailed reporting from the lead organisation.



Supporting the CCG approach to increase the profile of the Quality Premium within the organisation
and identifying the key role for GP colleagues in the delivery of quality premium elements
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Raising the profile of Sepsis Champions within Primary Care in order to improve the
recognition and management of Sepsis in primary care settings through the promotion of
Sepsis champions and auditing the use of a sepsis alert tool.
Challenging the CCG to receive greater assurance regarding the quality of annual health
checks for people with learning disabilities.
Gaining assurance about the impact of the improvement of quality of care provided by
Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust

Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee
The Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee has delegated responsibility for making
decisions on behalf of the Board, on all aspects of the remuneration and terms of service of the
Executive leadership team of the CCG, GP Board members, Clinical Directors and other clinical
representatives (and any assessment of their performance). The Committee ensures that fairness,
equity and consistency is applied in this process.

The membership and attendance records of the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee are
detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Member

CCG Chairman
Lay Member – PPE (Committee Chair)
Lay Member – Governance (Committee Vice Chair)
Lay Member – Quality (Committee Vice Chair)
Clinical Vice Chair of CCG
Director of Corporate Services
Attendees
Chief Officer

3/5
4/5
5/5
4/5
3/5
3/5
2/5

The key highlights of the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee’s work for this year have
been:







Setting and considering the retention and reward of posts and their remuneration that fall
within the remit of the Committee.
Setting and considering the pay of GP Board members and clinical executives.
Agreeing the appointment of an Interim STP Finance Director, STP Head of PMO and STP
Clinical and Professional Director.
Reviewing and approving revised terms of reference for the Remuneration Committee.
Agreeing the extension to the contract of the Programme Director, Accountable Care.
Overseeing the appointment process of recruiting to a new Associate Director of Corporate
Services.

Primary Care Commissioning Committee
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The Primary Care Commissioning Committee has responsibility to enable members of the collective
decisions on the review, planning and procurement of primary care services in west Essex, under
delegated authority from NHS England. The functions of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee
are undertaken in the context of a desire to promote increased co-commissioning to increase
quality, efficiency, productivity and value for money and to remove administrative barriers.
The membership and attendance records of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee are
detailed below:

Role

Attendance
Voting

Lay Member – Governance

4/6

Lay Member – Primary Care

6/6

Chief Officer
Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance
Director of Primary Care and Localities
Director of Nursing and Quality
Independent GP Member
Non-voting
Clinical Lead for Older People

4/6
0/6
6/6
4/6
6/6

Clinical Lead for Medicines Management and Integrated Adults

vacant post?

Clinical Lead for Primary Care IT
Clinical Lead for Urgent Care
Clinical Lead for Mental Health and Learning Disablities
Clinical Leads for Children, Young People and Maternity
NHS England assigned contract manager
LMC Representative
Healthwatch Representative
Health and Wellbeing Representative
Assistant Director of Primary Care and Localities

0/6
0/6
1/6
0/6
6/6
0/0
0/0
0/0
4/6

0/6

The key highlights of the Committee’s work this year have been:
•

Oversight of the performance of general practice and the CCG support provided. The
committee have ensured that all of our practices are information governance compliant,
have addressed any actions required by the Care Quality Commission and are taking steps to
improve their results in the GP Patient

•

Ensuring that the neighbourhood projects that have delivered improved patient care and
provided value for taxpayers’ money continue.

•

Oversight of the workforce initiatives including recruitment, retention and training and the
establishment of Nurse and GP tutors to support practices
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•

Monitoring continued delivery of the Extended Access appointments across 6 hubs at
evenings and weekends for all registered patients in West Essex and ensuring additional
capacity has been available during the winter period and on bank holidays

•

Planning and support for many Estates projects to ensure GP surgery premises are fit for
purpose now and can meet planned population growth in the future.

•

Oversight of budgets and an increased expenditure on primary care of 4.6% above inflation

•

Improving the delivery of Healthchecks for patients with Learning Disabilities

•

Commissioning services from GP Practices to meet local need

•

Providing cover for the 6 Protected Learning Time sessions to ensure our practices close for
the afternoon to allow staff to address learning and professional development needs, either
as individuals or as groups

UK Corporate Governance Code
NHS Bodies are not required to comply with the UK Code of Corporate Governance.
We have, however, reviewed our Corporate Governance arrangements by drawing upon best
practice available, including those aspects of the UK Corporate Governance Code we consider to be
relevant to the CCG and best practice as detailed below.
Discharge of Statutory Functions
In light of recommendations of the 1983 Harris Review, the clinical commissioning group has
reviewed all of the statutory duties and powers conferred on it by the National Health Service Act
2006 (as amended) and other associated legislative and regulations. As a result, I can confirm that
the clinical commissioning group is clear about the legislative requirements associated with each of
the statutory functions for which it is responsible, including any restrictions on delegation of those
functions.
Responsibility for each duty and power has been clearly allocated to a lead Director. Directorates
have confirmed that their structures provide the necessary capability and capacity to undertake all
of the clinical commissioning group’s statutory duties].
The CCG Risk Management Framework
The CCG is committed to ensuring that risk management forms an integral part of its philosophy,
practices and business plans, rather than be viewed or practised as a separate programme and that
responsibility for implementation is accepted at all levels of the CCG.
The Risk Management Policy has been reviewed, approved and adopted by the Board. It provides a
risk management framework for a streamlined, systematic and proactive approach to all clinical and
non-clinical operational and strategic risks.
The aim of the risk management framework is to:-
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Ensure that all individuals, committees and the Board are aware of their roles and
responsibilities.
Support all staff and the Board through provision of risk management training.
Create a learning culture that encourages the sharing of knowledge to risk assessment and
risk management.
Enable a positive attitude to risk management.
Develop and promote policies and procedures that support all in identifying and managing
risk.
Encompass the management of risks inherent in activities that seek to deliver project and
business objectives.

Our Board Assurance Framework provides the risks that are identified as overarching, or provide
a high level of risk that could adversely impact on the CCG reaching its planned goals or strategic
objectives. The more detailed business or operational risk elements are recorded on the
Operational Risk Register.
The Executive Committee review the Board Assurance Framework and Risk Register regularly, to
ensure progress is made on mitigating actions and recommends or approves where risks are to
be closed.
The Audit Committee reviews both the Board Assurance Framework and Risk Register for the
effectiveness of the process at each meeting.
The Board is routinely presented with the Board Assurance Framework on the risks to the
strategic objectives together with the red risks on the business or operational risks for scrutiny,
challenge and assurance.
Risk management arrangements and effectiveness
The risk management framework enables the CCG to:









Identify all reasonably foreseeable risks, particularly which may potentially have
adverse effects on the quality of care, safety of patients, staff and visitors (risk
identification).
Assess risks in terms of likelihood and severity (risk assessment).
Apply risk ratings to identified risks (risk quantification).
Identify the appropriate level of management to be responsible for the risk (risk
owner).
Take positive action to eliminate or reduce risks to as low as is reasonably practicable
and continually review these actions (risk treatment).
Keep the Board, Executive and Audit Committees and other relevant committees
appraised of the significant risks present across the CCG (principally via the Board
Assurance Framework, Risk Register and risk reports).
Create an escalation and accountability framework to help ensure satisfactory risk
mitigation processes and to ensure risk owners are encouraged and supported in their
task.

The application of the risk management framework enables the prevention of risk through:•

Commitment to identifying the underlying or root causes of incidents, claims and complaints

•

Promoting an open, just and non-punitive culture
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•

Driving an ongoing information and education programme which empowers and supports
staff in the risk management process

•

Updating and maintaining the knowledge of Board members

•

All staff being familiar with the terms of the Anti-fraud and Bribery Policy through promotion
with the help of Counter Fraud services.

Deterrents for Risks Arising
The deterrents for risks arising are referenced within the Audit Committee section of this statement.
They include Counter Fraud activity which plays a key part in deterring risks to the organisation’s
financial viability and probity. An annual Counter Fraud Plan is agreed by the Audit Committee
which focuses on the deterrence, prevention, detection and investigation of fraud. The CCG’s
Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions and policies and procedures place an obligation on
all employees and lay members to act in accordance with best practice in order to prevent fraud,
bribery and corruption.
If there is evidence of fraud, it is referred to our Local Counter Fraud Specialist (LCFS) and following
the conclusion of an investigation, available sanctions will be considered in accordance with NHS
Protect guidance. This may include criminal prosecution, civil proceedings and disciplinary action, as
well as referral to a professional or regulatory body. Awareness of the need to detect and deter
risks is available to all employees through posters on display, leaflets and surveys together with
educational related information sessions.
Our information risk policies provide all staff with information regarding compliance with legal
requirements and how to avoid breaches of any law, statutory, regulatory or contractual obligations
and security requirements in relation to the prevention of misuse of information.
Management of Current Risks
The management of our current risks is in accordance with our risk management framework –
Section [xx] and as applied under the Risk Assessment in Relation to Governance, Risk Management
and Internal Control – Section [xx].
The CCG has in place:•

a risk register on which the latest updates are reported

•

clear ownership of risks with escalation arrangements in place to the Board

•

a recording process for all risks and incidents

•

appropriate and consistent validation of risks through use of the risk methodology and
review by the committees and Board

•

learning from incidents through root cause analysis and shared learning

•

triangulation of complaints and incidents
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•

the accurate reflection of known strategic risks to the organisation through the Board
Assurance Framework

•

mandatory training on risk management.

The CCG has developed an “open, just and non-punitive” culture where all staff are encouraged to
report adverse incidents, near misses and hazards in the knowledge that incidents or errors are not
normally investigated through the disciplinary procedure.
A number of policies and procedures are in place to enable managers and staff to resolve concerns
or issues that may arise. The Confidential Reporting (Whistleblowing) Policy also provided a
framework for employees to raise concerns in line with the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998,
without the perception of being disloyal to colleagues, managers or the organisation. Our
disciplinary procedure promotes an approach where action will only be taken when it is felt that
staff deliberately attempt to disguise errors and / or dangerous practice, or when the incident
involves significant negligence or significant poor standards of care.
The CCG is committed to identifying the underlying or root causes of incidents, claims and
complaints, and the principal objective is to identify “system failures”, rather than focusing on
individual malfunctions.
The CCG Internal Control Framework
A system of internal control is the set of processes and procedures in place in the CCG to ensure it
delivers its policies, aims and objectives. It is designed to identify and prioritise the risks, to evaluate
the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised and to manage
them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control allows risk to be managed to a reasonable level rather than
eliminating all risk; it can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness.
The control mechanisms are described within the Risk Management Framework - Section [xx].
Risk appetite
The CCG understands it has to live with a degree of risk as it is impossible to eliminate all threats.
The strategic steer for the risk appetite of the CCG has been provided through the Board’s approval
of the Risk Management Policy incorporating the risk management matrix approach to be taken
across the organisation.
Mitigation and Management of Risk
Risk Tolerance
The acceptability of each risk is assessed on its own merits, but will generally follow the categories as
stated in the Risk Management Policy whereby low risks are considered acceptable, moderate risks
are considered acceptable in the short term provided that responsibility for control has been
identified and is being implemented, high risks are unacceptable in the medium term and require
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input to reduce them and serious risks are unacceptable in the short term and require urgent action
to reduce them.
Risk management was further embedded in the activity of the CCG, for example, by undertaking
equality impact assessments (EIAs); completion of EIAs is becoming integrated into the CCG’s core
business through informing policies, business cases, plans, proposals, strategies and decision making
to manage or reduce the identified risks.
Additionally the CCG has been developing further procedures for quality impact assessments (QIAs),
where a continuous process is in place to ensure possible or actual business plans are assessed with
the potential consequences on quality being considered and any necessary mitigating actions
outlined in a uniform way.
As part of managing our information governance risks privacy impact assessments (PIAs) are also
now in place; these help identify and minimise the data protection risks of project, these are
essential where it is likely to result in a high risk to individuals or may requires the processing of
personal data.
The CCG involves public stakeholders in managing risks that impact on them by having an
opportunity to contribute to the process – this also promotes good communication and notification
of risk. All managers and employees understand the potential value of risk reporting from patients
and / or members of the public and adopt a welcoming attitude to comments and complaints, with
thorough follow-up of any potential risks identified. Information is provided in the public domain (on
the CCG’s website, stakeholder newsletters and so on) on clear points of contact and stresses the
importance of public feedback.

Capacity to Handle Risk
The risk management framework has previously been set out in this statement. Within the risk
management accountability and reporting structure, the Accountable Officer has overall
responsibility for risk management and assurance processes including their implementation. The
Accountable Officer holds Executive Directors to account in their role as risk owners.
The Board is responsible for reviewing the effectiveness of internal controls and receives a red risk
report at each Board meeting. Risk management issues are channelled to the Board from the
Executive Committee, with the Audit Committee providing assurance to the Board on the risk
management system and controls in place, as it is the Audit Committee that is responsible for
ensuring that the CCG establishes and maintains effective systems of integrated governance, risk
management and internal controls across the whole of the organisation’s activities.
The Accountable Officer is the Executive Director with overall responsibility for corporate
governance and risk management and is also responsible for all facets of financial risks. The Director
of Nursing and Quality is responsible for clinical governance and clinical risk management, to provide
expert professional advice throughout the organisation and be the focal point for clinical risk issues
within the Quality Committee.
The Executive Directors have been assigned responsibility for operational management of the CCG
on a day to day basis and, as such, the Board has been assured that risk management issues are
integral to the decision making process.
Risk Assessment
Risk Assessment in Relation to Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control
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At the end of the year our risk profile showed the following:
Strategic Risks
Our profile of the risks to achieving our strategic objectives at the end of March is:


Red

Amber

Yellow or Green

(High)

(Significant)

(Low)

0

5



2

Corporate Operational Risks
At the end of the year our profile of risks was as follows:Number of
red
risks
(high)
7

Number
of
amber
risks
(significant)
24

Number
of
yellow risks
(moderate)
6

Number of
green risks
(low)
3

The remaining red assessed corporate operational risks are identified as:Risk description

Risk
level
with arrows
indicating
progress
trend (out of
a potential
score of 25 at
year end)
Performance Failure: A&E 4 hour standard
20↔
Lack of assurance of safe care at Princess Alexandra Hospital with overall HSMR 16↔
rates higher than expected.
Ambulance response times affected by ARP and PAH handover performance
16↔
Lack of capacity over winter including availability of D2A (discharge to assess) beds 16↔
during this period.
Risk: Limited patients flow out of the hospital leading to lack of bedded capacity in
the hospital.
Performance failure: IAPT Access – 3.75% per quarter
15↔
If system partnerships are unable to complete assessments within the full 28 day 15↔
target, the CCG’s quality premium target of 80% will not be achieved.
Essex wide health systems ability to manage any mass casualty event (including 15↔
transport incidents, acts of terrorism, infectious diseases, CBRN) where number,
type and severity of casualties could overwhelm the local health provision.
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These risks will be carried forward into 2019 - 20. Working within the risk management framework,
the respective committees of Quality, Finance and Performance, Executive Health and Care
Commissioning and Executive will lead the controls and mitigating actions required with the
responsible Executive Director lead. The Audit Committee will provide scrutiny and challenge to the
risk management of these risks and provide an assurance opinion to the Board. The Board will
ensure that any additional measures are fully explored in order to manage or reduce the identified
risks.
Other sources of assurance
Internal Control Framework
A system of internal control is the set of processes and procedures in place in the clinical
commissioning group to ensure it delivers its policies, aims and objectives. It is designed to identify
and prioritise the risks, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should
they be realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control allows risk to be managed to a reasonable level rather than
eliminating all risk; it can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness.
The control mechanisms are described within the Risk Management Framework, page 58.

Annual audit of conflicts of interest management
The revised statutory guidance on managing conflicts of interest for CCGs (published June 2016)
requires CCGs to undertake an annual internal audit of conflicts of interest management. To support
CCGs to undertake this task, NHS England has published a template audit framework.
[Please confirm that the CCG has carried out their annual internal audit of conflicts of interest and
summarise the outcome of the audit, including the scope areas which the audit found to be partially
compliant or non-compliant, and/or requiring improvement.]
Data Quality
Overall the CCG is confident about the quality of information used in decision making by our
membership and board however regular validation checks are completed on all data received from
provider organisations and those we work with in partnership. During 2019-20 the CCG will be
looking at methods and tools for improving the consistency across how the data is stored, managed
and analysed whilst working with both STP colleagues and neighbouring CCG’s to look at a system
wide approach.

Information Governance
The NHS Information Governance Framework sets the processes and procedures by which the NHS
handles information about patients and employees, in particular personal identifiable information.
The NHS IG Framework is supported by a Data Security & Protection Toolkit and the annual
submission process provides assurances to the CCG, other organisations and to individuals that
personal information is dealt with legally, securely, efficiently and effectively.
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We place high importance on ensuring there are robust IG systems and processes in place to help
protect patient and corporate information. We have established an IG management framework and
have developed information governance processes and procedures in line with the Data Security &
Protection Toolkit. We have ensured all staff undertake annual IG training and have implemented a
staff IG resource guide to ensure members of staff are aware of their information governance roles
and responsibilities, and how to access information or assistance.
There are processes in place for incident reporting and investigation of serious incidents. No serious
incidents requiring investigation involving personal data were reported to the Information
Commissioner in 2018/19.
The CCG has nominated information asset owners who have completed the new data flow mapping
and information asset registers to ensure compliance with the General Data Protection Regulations.
This was done with support from the IG Team to ensure consistency of approach.
In 2018/19 the CCG met all mandatory assertions in relation to the requirements of the Data
Security & Protection Toolkit.
The CCG’s Caldicott Guardian and Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) attended training in
February 2019.
FOI Requests
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 gives a general right of access to recorded information held by
public authorities, subject to certain conditions and exemptions.
The CCG received 243 FOI requests during 2018/19. The CCG responded to 100% of these within the
statutory timescale of 20 working days.
We certify that the CCG has complied with HM Treasury’s guidance on setting charges for
information.
Business Critical Models
In line with best practice recommendations of the 2013 MacPherson review into the quality
assurance of analytical models, this CCG reviews its Business Critical Model annually, to provide
quality assurance and ensure the appropriate framework is in place.
Third party assurances
Where third parties are assigned through services commissioned by West Essex CCG, provider
compliance is regulated through clauses such as General Condition 12 (Assignment and SubContracting) of the NHS Standard Terms 2019/20 and regular performance monitoring.
Control Issues
Following West Essex CCGs Month 9 Governance Statement return no significant control issues were
identified.
Review of economy, efficiency & effectiveness of the use of resources
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Ensuring the effective and efficient use of resources is a key duty of the CCG.
The CCG’s Finance and Performance Committee reviews and agrees the organisation’s financial
plans and budgets at the beginning of the year and is responsible for receiving and reviewing the
detailed monthly finance and performance reports in respect of the CCG’s operational performance
together with its performance against transformation and efficiency targets.
The Board is required to approve the annual financial plan and did so for 2018 - 19.
At each meeting the Board receives a report on key financial and performance issues including
related risks.
The continuous requirement to deliver year on year efficiency within available resources is
developed in line with best practice and benchmarking of key performance metrics whilst
demonstrating that the health needs of the local population are being considered and appropriately
commissioned. From a corporate running cost originally allocated at £21.75 per head of population
the CCG has achieved an actual figure of £20.20 per head.
Key financial risks are incorporated with the organisation’s risk register which is subject to review by
the Executive and Audit Committees, with risks rated significant being reported to the Board.
Internal audit plans are approved by the Executive Committee and endorsed by the Audit
Committee and will provide a focus on areas relating key controls required to ensure the effective
use of resources.
The External Auditor provides assurance through their opinion on whether the CCG’s financial
statements give a true and fair view of the financial position at the end of each year and of the
regularity of expenditure and income. The External Auditor also reports on an exception basis where
they are not satisfied that the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2019. The External Auditor had
no matters to report in relation to these matters for the year ended 31 March 2019.
The CCG has in place appropriate procurement procedures to ensure that value for money is
achieved when tendering for goods and services.
Delegation of functions
Not applicable.
Counter fraud arrangements
Oversight is exercised by commissioning internal audit review via a risk based audit plan and the
receipt of reports at the Audit Committee from external and internal auditors and the Local Counter
Fraud Service (LCFS). These reports detail areas of concern. The Committee reviews the draft and
final Annual Accounts prior to recommending their approval, receives and reviews the annual audit
letters, audit recommendations and Annual Report and reviews progress made to clear audit
recommendations throughout the year. In addition the assurance processes for both the
Operational Risk Register and Board Assurance Framework are regularly reviewed, together with the
receipt of reports on losses, bad debts, hospitality and gifts and tender waivers which are provided
at each Audit Committee.
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Internal Audit and LCFS risk assessments and plans are reviewed at the Audit Committee. The
Committee receives reports from Internal Audit and from the LCFS at each meeting and requests
updates and follow up actions as appropriate. In addition there is discussion with NHS England
regarding how counter fraud risk is managed across Commissioning Support Unit boundaries.
The LCFS provides regular updates to the Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance on all
aspects of the proactive and reactive work undertaken at the CCG and progression against the
agreed work plan.

The LCFS has a standing item on the Audit Committee agenda and presents a report
detailing the work being undertaken against the NHS Counter Fraud Authority (NHSCFA) 4
key principles relating to counter fraud standards. These are:





Strategic Governance
Inform and Involve
Prevent and Deter
Hold to Account

An update on the progression of investigations and the implementation of recommendations is also
provided at these meetings. The CCG undertakes briefings on fraud to the Audit Committee.
Head of Internal Audit Opinion
Following completion of the planned audit work for the financial year for the clinical commissioning
group, the Head of Internal Audit issued an independent and objective opinion on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the clinical commissioning group’s system of risk management, governance and
internal control. The Head of Internal Audit concluded that:
There have been no significant internal control issues or gaps in control.
During the year, Internal Audit issued the following audit reports:
Area of Audit

Level of Assurance Given

Financial Systems Key Controls

Satisfactory

Governance, Assurance Framework and Satisfactory
Risk Management
Primary Care Governance

Satisfactory

Quality Governance

Satisfactory

Children’s Contract Management

Limited

Information Governance

No Opinion

IR35 (tax liability) Compliance

No Opinion

Integrated Systems Inspection

No Opinion
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Review of the effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal control
My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the
internal auditors, executive managers and clinical leads within the clinical commissioning group who
have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal control framework. I have
drawn on performance information available to me. My review is also informed by comments made
by the external auditors in their annual audit letter and other reports.
Our assurance framework provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls that manage
risks to the clinical commissioning group achieving its principles objectives have been reviewed.
I have been advised on the implications of the result of this review by the Board, Audit Committee,
Quality Committee and Internal Audit.
Conclusion
No significant control issues have been identified and our actions to address priority actions raised
within internal audit reports all have a management action plan monitored by relevant committees.

[insert]

Andrew Geldard
Accountable Officer
[ ] May 2019

Remuneration and Staff Report
Remuneration Report (subject to audit)
Remuneration Committee
Information on the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee, including membership and
attendance for 2018-19 are detailed on page [insert final page number], within the Governance
Statement.
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Policy on the remuneration of senior managers
The CCG uses the NHS England published remuneration guidance for CCG Chief Officers and Chief
Finance Officers in determining the remuneration for these roles. For other Very Senior Manager
(VSM) roles, the previous NHS VSM framework is used as a guide. The CCG benchmarks with local
CCGs to ensure that remuneration is in line with the local Economy. Remuneration for all senior
roles is agreed via the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee.
For all other staff, the Agenda for Change framework is applied.
Remuneration of Very Senior Managers
No senior manager of the CCG is paid a salary of more than £150,000 per annum.
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Senior manager remuneration (including salary and pension entitlements)
NAME

TITLE

Salary
(bands of
£5,000)
£000

Executive Directors
Dr Rob Gerlis 1
Andrew Geldard
Dean Westcott2
Dorothy Blundell3
Dr Christine Moss
Jane Kinniburgh
Dr Kamal Bishai4
Dr Amik Aneja
Dr Angus Henderson4
Dr Sanjeev Rana
Dr Janet West
Dr Duncan Forsyth
Toni Coles
Peter Wightman
James Roach
John Leslie6
Ian Tompkins 3
Lay Members
Stephen King
David McConnell
Bobbie Graham
Dr Maggie Pacini5
Councillor Cutmore5
Councillor Mohindra7
Peter Boylan

Chair and GP Member
Chief Officer
Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance / Deputy Chief Officer
Director of Corporate Services
Chief Medical Officer
Director of Nursing and Quality
Clinical Vice Chair/GP Member
GP Member
Clinical Vice Chair/GP Member
GP Member
GP Member
Secondary Care Consultant
Director of Transformation
Director of Primary Care & Localities
Programme Director Accountable Care Programme
Interim Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance
Associate Director Corporate Services
Lay member, Governance and Deputy Chair
Lay members, Primary Care commissioning Committee
Lay member, PPE
Consultant, Public Health
Member of Essex County Council
Member of Epping Forest District Council
Lay member, Quality

2018-19
Expense
Performance
Long -term
All pensionpayments
pay and bonuses performance
related
(Taxable) to
pay and bonuses
benefits
the nearest £100
(bands of
(bands of
(bands of
£5000)
£5000)
£2,500)
£00
£000
£000
£000

Dates served
Total
Commenced

Ceased

£5000)
£000

80-85
105-110
75-80
45-50
50-55
95-100
20-25
45-50
60-65
15-20
15-20
5-10
95-100
95-100
120-125
40-45
10-15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
160-162.5
0
2.5-5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
152.5-155
0
0
0

80-85
105-110
235-240
45-50
55-60
95-100
20-25
45-50
60-65
15-20
15-20
5-10
95-100
250-255
120-125
40-45
10-15

01-Apr-13
15-Jan-18
01-Apr-13
06-Sep-17
01-Apr-13
17-Mar-14
01-Apr-13
27-Jul-15
27-Jul-15
27-Jul-15
27-Jul-15
01-Apr-13
01-Apr-13
01-Oct-14
24-Apr-17
10-Dec-18
18-Feb-19

20-25
10-15
5-10
0
0
0
5-10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20-25
10-15
5-10
0
0
0
5-10

01-Apr-13
01-Jan-18
01-Jan-18
01-Apr-13
20-May-14
30-Mar-17
15-Jul-16

16-Dec-18
28-Sep-18

1

Dr Rob Gerlis was appointed as STP Joint clinical lead from November 2017, remuneration relating to this post is shown in the table below.
Dean Westcott was seconded to the STP as Finance Director for one year from 17 December 2018, the salary shown above relates to CCG salary to 16 December 2018, remuneration relating to the STP post is shown in the table below. As
the STP is hosted by West Essex CCG, and the CCG is the employing body, Pension benefits for the whole year are disclosed in the table above.
3
Dorothy Blundell Director of Corporate Services left 28 September 2018 and was replaced by Ian Tomkins on 18 Feb 2019.
4
Dr Kamal Bishai stood down as Vice chair on 26 July 2018 and was relaced by Dr Angus Henderson
2

5

Remuneration provided by Essex County Council.

6

John Leslie was appointed Interim Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance for one Year from 10 December 2018.

7

Remuneration is provided by Epping Forest District Council.
Only GP members who are members of the Board have been included in this table.

The following table shows Very Senior Managers employed by West Essex CCG and seconded into Hertfordshire and West Essex Sustainability and transformation plan (STP), which is hosted by West Essex CCG. These figures are provided
in the interests of transparency
2018-19
NAME

TITLE

Salary

Expense

Performance

payments

pay and bonuses

(bands of

(Taxable) to

£5,000)

the nearest £100

£000

£00

Dates served
Long -term

All pension-

Total
Commenced

performance

related

pay and bonuses

benefits

(bands of

(bands of

(bands of

£5000)

£5000)

£2,500)

£5000)

£000

£000

£000

£000

Ceased

Executive Directors
Dr Rob Gerlis 1

Chair and GP Member

Deborah Fielding2

Chief Officer

Dean Westcott3

Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance / Deputy Chief Officer

1
2
3

50-55

0

0

0

0

50-55

100-105

0

0

0

0

100-105

01-Nov-17
15-Jan-18

35-40

0

0

0

0

35-40

17-Dec-18

Dr Rob Gerlis was appointed as STP Joint clinical lead from November 2017
Deborah Fielding was seconded to the STP for one Year from 15th January 2018.
Dean Westcott was seconded to the STP for one Year from 17 December 2018, the salary shown in the table above relates to STP salary.

Pension benefits as at 31 March 2019
Salary and pension entitlements of directors and senior managers
Name and Title

Executive Directors
Dean Westcott
Toni Coles
Dr Christine Moss
Peter Wightman
Dorothy Blundell

Real increase Real increase in Total accrued
Lump sum at
in pension at pension lump
pension at
pension age
pension age sum at pension pension age at related to accrued
age
31st March 2019 pension at 31st
March 2019
(bands of
(bands of
(bands of
£2,500)
£2,500)
£5,000)
(bands of £5,000)
£000
£000
£000
£000
Director of Finance, Contracting and Performance
Director of Transformation
Clinical Director
Director of Primary Care and Localities
Director of Corporate Services

7.5-10
0-2.5
0
5-7.5
0

22.5-25
£0.00
0-2.5
15-17.5
£0.00

60-65
£0.00
10-15
30-35
40-45

180-185
0
35-40
70-75
125-130

Cash equivalent
transfer value at
1st April 2018

Real increase in
cash equivalent
transfer value

Cash
Employers
equivalent contribution
transfer
to
value at 31st partnership
March 2019
pension

£000

£000

£000

£00

1176
0
0
498
1108

297
0
0
90
-192

1,508
0
0
603
949

0
0
0
0
0

Certain Members do not receive pensionable remuneration therefore there will be no entries in respect to pensions for certain Members.
Cash Equivalent Transfer Values

A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the member’s accrued benefits and any
contingent spouse’s (or other allowable beneficiary’s) pension payable from the scheme. CETVs are calculated in accordance with the Occupational Pension Schemes (Transfer Values) Regulations 2008.

Real Increase in CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer. It takes account of the increase in accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any benefits transferred from
another scheme or arrangement) and uses common market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.
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Cash equivalent transfer values
A cash equivalent transfer value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension
scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the
member’s accrued benefits and any contingent spouse’s (or other allowable beneficiary’s) pension
payable from the scheme.
A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme or arrangement to secure pension benefits in
another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to
transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme. The pension figures shown relate to the
benefits that the individual has accrued as a consequence of their total membership of the pension
scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which disclosure applies.
The CETV figures and the other pension details include the value of any pension benefits in another
scheme or arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme. They also
include any additional pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing
additional years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated within the
guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
Real increase in CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV that is funded by the employer. It does not include the increase in
accrued pension due to inflation or contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any
benefits transferred from another scheme or arrangement).
Compensation on early retirement of for loss of office
No compensation of money or other assets have been made to any individual on early retirement or
for loss of office who was not a senior manager during the financial year but has previously been a
senior manager at any time.
Payments to past members
No payments of money or other assets have been made to any individual who was not a senior
manager during the financial year but has previously been a senior manager at any time.
Pay multiples
Subject to audit
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Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration of the highestpaid director/Member in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s
workforce.
The banded Full Time Equivalent (FTE) remuneration of the highest paid director/Member in West
Essex in the financial year 2018/19 was £155-160,000 (2017/18: £155-160,000). This was 3.74 times
(2017/18: 4.4 times) the FTE median remuneration of the workforce, which was £41,796 (2017/18:
£35,577).
In 2018/19, no employees received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid director/Member.
FTE remuneration ranged from £8,000 to £160,000 (2017/18: £0 to £160,000)
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, benefits-in-kind, but
not severance payments.

It does not include employer pension contributions and the cash

equivalent transfer value of pensions.
The highest paid Director salary relates to a post which was working across the Essex Accountable Care
Partnership. Although the full cost was borne by West Essex CCG, the benefits of the post were system
wide.
The decrease in ratio is due to the increase in median remuneration, this is due to 2018/19 pay awards,
and a reduction in agency working.

Staff Report
Number of senior managers by gender distribution
Senior Manager Band 8C - VSM

Female

Male

Grand Total

GB Member / Office Holder

5

12

17

Other (including one bank employee)

65

24

89

STP

1

5

6

Grand Total

71

41

112

Staff numbers and costs
Employee Category
Full Time
Part Time
Grand Total

Headcount
93
75
167

%
55.08
44.91

FTE
93.00
31.00
124.49
72

Staff composition
Pay Band

Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 6
Band 7
Band 8 - Range A
Band 8 - Range B
Band 8 - Range C
Band 8 - Range D
Band 9
Non AFC
VSM
Grand Total

Female

0.8%
2.3%
10.7%
11.5%
14.5%
16.0%
13.0%
9.9%
3.1%
5.3%
1.5%
9.2%
2.3%
100.0%

Male

2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
7.9%
0.0%
10.5%
13.2%
2.6%
7.9%
2.6%
2.6%
42.1%
7.9%
100.0%

Pay Band
as % of
workforce
1.2%
1.8%
8.3%
10.7%
11.2%
14.8%
13.0%
8.3%
4.1%
4.7%
1.8%
16.6%
3.6%
100.0%

Sickness absence data
Absence Days by Category
Short Term Long
Term
Grand Total

634.00

688.00

Sickness absence data relating to the 2018 calendar year extracted from NHS Digital, utilising data available as
at 5 February 2019.




Total days lost: 1,115 days (source: NHS Digital, information only available for January 2018September 2018) or 1,322 days (source: ESR, information from January 2018-December 2018)
Long term absence episodes: 10 (taken from ESR)
Long term days total: 688 days (taken from ESR; included in total days lost)

Staff policies
Under the CCGs Recruitment and Selections Policy the following provisions can be found, to support
the recruitment and retention of a diverse workforce.
This policy is designed to:
“support managers in providing a fair, consistent and effective approach to the recruitment of all
employees and to help managers deal with recruitment and selection effectively and consistently.
(Paragraph 1.1)
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Further, it reaffirms that: “NHS West Essex Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) actively promotes
equality of opportunity for all and welcomes applications from a wide range of candidates.”
(Paragraph 1.2)
The following provisions are cited for making reasonable adjustments:
“3.30 The need for reasonable adjustments to the role will need to be discussed with the individual
concerned. Where it is agreed that reasonable adjustments need to be made this should be
discussed with Occupational Health and the HR representative involved in the recruitment process.
3.31 To aid the assessment on reasonable adjustments for individuals, the recruiting manager must
complete the CCG’s pro forma (see HR portal on intranet) with the candidate concerned.”
Equality
The CCG is committed to equal opportunities and recruits under the Equality the Two Ticks – positive
about disabled people scheme. This ensures that every prospective applicant who confirms they
have a disability as defined under the Equality Act, are guaranteed an interview if they meet the
essential criteria for the post as defined in the person specification.
Our Equality and Diversity and Human Rights Policy for Staff provides that all employees, whether
part time or full time or temporary, will be treated fairly and with respect. Selection for
employment, promotion, training or any other benefit will be on the basis of aptitude and ability.
Our commitment is to create an environment in which individual differences and the contributions
of all staff are recognised and valued. Training, development and progression opportunities are
available to all staff. All employees will be helped and encouraged to develop their full potential and
the talents and resources of the workforce will be fully utilised to maximise the efficiency of the
CCG.
Expenditure on consultancy
The expenditure on consultancy is shown in the tables below.

2018-19
Total
£'000
200

2018-19
Admin
£'000
52

2018-19
Programme
£'000
148

2017-18
Total
£'000
272

2017-18
Admin
£'000
180

2017-18
Programme
£'000
92
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Off-payroll engagements
Table 1: Off-payroll engagements longer than 6 months
For all off-payroll engagements as at 31 March 2019, for more than £245 per day and that last longer
than six months:
Number
Number of existing engagements as of 31 March 2019

5

Of which, the number that have existed:
for less than one year at the time of reporting
for between one and two years at the time of

3
reporting

2

for between 2 and 3 years at the time of reporting

0

for between 3 and 4 years at the time of reporting

0

for 4 or more years at the time of reporting

0

All existing off-payroll engagements have been subject to a risk based assessment as to whether
assurance is required that the individual is paying the right amount of tax and, where necessary, that
assurance has been sought.
Table 2: New off-payroll engagements
For all new off-payroll engagements between 01 April 2018 and 31 March 2019, for more than £245
per day and that last longer than six months:
Number
Number of new engagements, or those that reached six months in
duration, between 1 April 2018 and 31 March 2019

2

Of which:
Number assessed as caught by IR35

2

Number assessed as not caught by IR35

Number engaged directly (via PSC contracted to department) and are
on the departmental payroll
Number of engagements reassessed for consistency / assurance
purposes during the year
Number of engagements that saw a change to IR35 status following

0

0
0
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the consistency review

Table 3: Off-payroll engagements / senior official engagements
For any off-payroll engagements of Board members and / or senior officials with significant financial
responsibility, between 01 April 2018 and 31 March 2019.
Number of off-payroll engagements of board members, and/or senior
officers with significant financial responsibility, during the financial year

0

Total no. of individuals on payroll and off-payroll that have been deemed
“board members, and/or, senior officials with significant financial
responsibility”, during the financial year. This figure should include both

0

on payroll and off-payroll engagements.

Exit packages, including special (non-contractual) payments

There were 3 compulsory redundancies in the financial year 2018-19 (none in 2017-18).
The total cost was £76,883 (nil in 2017-18). Of these 2 members of staff were employed by NHS
North East Essex CCG for a hosted service of which NHS West Essex CCG was a member. The
amounts shown above reflect the share of the cost of the redundancies attributable to NHS West
Essex CCG.
Redundancy and other departure costs have been paid in accordance with the provisions of Agenda
for change.
Exit costs are accounted for in accordance with relevant accounting standards and at the latest in full
in the year of departure.
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Table 1: Exit Packages
Exit package
cost band
(inc. any
special
payment
element

Less than
£10,000
£10,000 £25,000
£25,001 £50,000
£50,001 £100,000
£100,001 £150,000
£150,001 –
£200,000
>£200,000
TOTALS

Number of
compulsory
redundancie
s

Cost of
other
departures
agreed

Total
number of
exit
packages

£s
9,180

WHOLE
NUMBER
S ONLY
0

£s
0

WHOLE
NUMBERS
ONLY
1

£s
9,180

1

18,349

0

0

1

18,349

0

0

1

49,355

0

0

1

49,355

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

76,884

0

0

3

76,884

0

0

WHOLE
NUMBERS
ONLY
1

Cost of
compulsory
redundancie
s

Number
of other
departur
es agreed

Total cost of
exit
packages

Number of
departures
where
special
payments
have been
made
WHOLE
NUMBERS
ONLY
0

Cost of special
payment
element
included in exit
packages

£s
0

Analysis of Other Departures
There were no other departures in 2018-19.
[insert]
Andrew Geldard
Accountable Officer
[ ] May 2019
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Parliamentary Accountability and Audit Report
West Essex CCG is not required to produce a Parliamentary Accountability and Audit Report. Disclosures on remote
contingent liabilities, losses and special payments, gifts, and fees and charges are included as notes in the Financial
Statements of this report in pages [55 – 82]
An audit certificate and report is also included in this Annual Report.
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
Entity name:
This year
Last year
This year ended
Last year ended
This year commencing:
Last year commencing:

NHS West Essex CCG
2018-19
2017-18
31-March-2019
31-March-2018
01-April-2018
01-April-2017
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- Annual Accounts 2018-19
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- Annual Accounts 2018-19
Statement of Comprehensive Net
Expenditure for the year ended
31 March 2019

Note

2018-19

2017-18

£'000

£'000

Income from sale of goods and services
Other operating income
Total operating income

3
2

(2,639)
(2,639)

(1,180)
(216)
(1,396)

Staff costs
Purchase of goods and services
Depreciation and impairment charges
Provision expense
Other Operating Expenditure
Total operating expenditure

4
5
5
5
5

8,826
444,766
58
1,530
286
455,466

7,223
420,145
41
617
255
428,281

Net Operating Expenditure

452,827

426,885

Total Net Expenditure for the year

452,827

426,885

Checks - not for
printing
Other
Check to
Note
SoCNE
(2,639)

-

The notes on pages 5 to 27 form part of this
statement
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- Annual Accounts 2018-19
Statement of Financial Position as at
31 March 2019

Note
Non-current assets:
Property, plant and equipment

8

2018-19

2017-18

£'000

£'000

Checks - not for printing
Other Note
Check to SoCNE

292

225

292

225

7,253
(1,227)

8,106
(2,435)

Total current assets

6,025

5,671

Total assets

6,317

5,896

(30,827)
(1,678)

(25,787)
(965)

Total current liabilities

(32,505)

(26,752)

Non-Current Assets plus/less Net Current Assets/Liabilities

(26,188)

(20,856)

Assets less Liabilities

(26,188)

(20,856)

Financed by Taxpayers’ Equity
General fund

(26,187)

(20,856)

Total taxpayers' equity:

(26,187)

(20,856)

Total non-current assets
Current assets:
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions

9
10

11
12

292

-

7,253

-

The notes on pages 5 to 27 form part of this statement

The financial statements on pages 1 to 4 were approved by the Governing Body on 23 May 2019 and signed on its behalf by:

Andrew Geldard
Chief Accountable Officer
23 May 2019
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- Annual Accounts 2018-19
7 Operating Leases
7.1 As lessee

7.1.1 Payments recognised as an Expense
Land
£'000

Buildings
£'000

2017-18

2018-19
Total
£'000

Other
£'000

Land
£'000

Buildings
£'000

Other
£'000

Total
£'000

Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments

0

472

22

494

0

430

18

448

Total

0

472

22

494

0

430

18

448

West Essex CCG occupies property owned and managed by NHS Property Services Ltd (NHS PS). Whilst our arrangements with NHS Property Services Limited fall within the
definition of operating leases, rental charge for future years has not yet been agreed . Consequently this note does not include future minimum lease payments for the
arrangements.
Of the Total buildings costs £36k relates to a private rental agreement for STP headquarters, this rental arrangement does not extend into 2019-20 and consequently there are
no future lease payments.
7.1.2 Future minimum lease payments

2018-19
Buildings
Other
£'000
£'000

Land
£'000

Total
£'000

Land
£'000

Buildings
£'000

2017-18
Other
£'000

Total
£'000

Payable:
No later than one year

0

0

0

0

0

0

18

18

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

18

18

Other relates to leases for photocopiers. Future minimum payments are not shown for 2018-19 as Photocopier leases have expired and are currently being reviewed.
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GLOSSARY
There is a financial terms table below this one
Non-Financial Terms
Term
A&E
Care pathway

Definition
Accident and Emergency Department
The route that a patient will take from their first point of contact
with an NHS or Social Services member of staff (usually their GP),
through referral, to the completion of their treatment.
Clinical Commissioning Group Formally established on 1 April 2013, Clinical Commissioning
(CCG)
Groups (CCGs) are statutory bodies responsible for commissioning
most healthcare – planning, buying and monitoring services to
meet the needs of their local communities.
Civil Contingencies Act 2004
Provides a single framework for UK civil protection against any
challenges to society – it focuses on local arrangements and
emergency powers.
Commissioning
The review, planning and purchasing of health and social services.
Community services
Health or social care and services provided outside of hospital. They
can be provided in a variety of settings including clinics and in
people's homes. Community services include a wide range of
services such as district nursing, health visiting services and
specialist nursing services.
Commissioning Support Unit
Commissioning Support Units will provide capacity to clinical
(CSU)
commissioners as an extension of their local team to ensure that
commissioning decisions are informed and processes structured.
This approach will help achieve economies of scale and allow
clinical commissioning groups to focus on direct commissioning of
services for their patients.
Enhanced services
Enhanced services are:
i)
essential or additional services delivered to a higher
specified standard, for example, extended minor surgery
ii)
services not provided through essential or additional
services
They are services provided by GPs, over and above the core
(essential and additional) services to their patients.
Equality Delivery System (EDS) The EDS has been designed nationally as an optional tool launched
in 2011 to support NHS commissioners and providers to deliver
better outcomes for patients and communities and better working
environments for staff, which are personal, fair and diverse. The
EDS is all about making positive differences to healthy living and
working lives.
Equality Impact Assessment
An equality impact assessment involves assessing the likely or
(EIA)
actual effects of policies or services on people in respect of
disability, gender and racial equality. It helps us to make sure the
needs of people are taken into account when we develop and
implement a new policy or service or when we make a change to a
current policy or service.
Individual Funding Requests
An Individual Funding Request (IFR) is a request to fund healthcare
(IFR)
for an individual who falls outside the range of services and
treatments that the CCG has agreed to commission.
Information Management and NHS North East London CSU IM&T provides west Essex with IM&T
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technology (IM&T)
Mixed sex accommodation
breach

NHS111

Palliative Care

Primary Care Trust (PCT)

Referral To Treatment (RTT)

solutions including IT services, project management, training, and
information management.
Department of Health policy states that patients in any areas of
hospital care should not have to share sleeping accommodation
and sanitary facilities with members of the opposite sex. However,
they do recognise that in exceptional circumstances – as when
patients need very specialised or urgent care – provision of fast,
effective care for the patient may take priority over ensuring the
same sex accommodation. If this does occur, it must be in the
interest of all the patients affected and not result from the
constraints of the environment or the convenience of staff.
NHS 111 is a new service introduced to make it easier for people to
access local NHS healthcare services. People can call 111 when they
need medical help fast but it’s not a 999 emergency. NHS 111 is
available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Calls are free from
landlines and mobile phones.
The total care of patients whose disease is incurable. Control of
pain, of other symptoms, and of psychological, social and spiritual
problems is paramount. The goal of palliative care is achievement
of the best quality of life for patients and their families.
Primary Care Trusts were abolished on 31 March 2013. Prior to that
they were responsible for the planning and securing of health
services and improving the health of the local population.
Under the NHS Constitution, patients ‘have the right to access
services within maximum waiting times, or for the NHS to take all
reasonable steps to offer a range of alternative providers if this is
not possible’. Data is monitored against the standards set out in the
NHS Operating Framework.
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Glossary of financial terms
Term
Accounting Policies

Budget

Capital Expenditure

Capital Resource Limit

Cash Limit

Revenue Resource Limit

Depreciation

Impairments

Intangible Assets [formerly
Intangible Fixed Assets]

Definition
The Accounting Policies are the accounting rules that the CCG has
followed in preparing its accounts. These policies are based on
International Financial Reporting Standards and the Treasury’s
Financial Reporting Manual. The Department of Health’s Manual
for Accounts and Capital Accounting Manual detail how these
rules should apply to CCGs. One of the main policies is that
income and expenditure is recognised on an accruals basis,
meaning it is recorded in the period in which services are provided
even though cash may or may not have been received or paid out.
A Budget usually refers to a list of all planned and expected future
expenses and revenues. A budget is set at the beginning of the
financial year.
Capital Expenditure is money spent on buying non-current assets
(fixed assets) or to add to the value of an existing fixed asset with a
useful life that extends beyond a year.
The Capital Resource Limit (CRL) is the amount allocated each year
to the CCG for capital expenditure. The CCG must not spend more
than the CRL on capital items.
The Cash Limit (CL) is a limit set by the Government on the amount
of cash which a CCG may spend during a given financial year. The
CCG must ensure that the net amount of cash flowing out of the
CCG over the financial accounting period is not more than the CL.
The Revenue Resource Limit (RRL) is the total amount that the CCG
may spend on the services that it commissions. This limit is set for
the CCG at the start of the financial year by the Department of
Health and may change on a monthly basis depending on changes
to allocations to the CCG from the Strategic Health Authority for
either commissioning or provider functions. Each CCG has a
statutory duty not to spend more than its RRL. The RRL takes into
account all accrued income and expenditure irrespective of
whether income has been received or bills paid.
Depreciation refers to the fact that assets with finite lives lose
value over time. Depreciation involves allocating the cost of the
fixed asset (less any residual value) over its useful life to the
Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure (SCNE). This will
cause an expense to be recognised on the SCNE while the net value
of the asset will decrease on the Statement of Financial Position.
Impairments are the losses in the values of non- current assets
compared to those values recorded on the Statement of Financial
Position. A CCG is required to undertake routinely revaluation
reviews of its fixed assets or undertake an impairment review when
there is a decline in an asset’s value. The impairment (loss) is
treated in the same way as depreciation, as a cost in the Statement
of Comprehensive Net Expenditure (SCNE), if the change in the
value of the asset is permanent.
Intangible Assets are invisible or ‘soft’ assets of an organisation
that, nevertheless, have a real current market value and contribute
to the (future) operation/income generation of the organisation
and may include software licences, trademarks and research
development expenditure.
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International Financial
Reporting Standards

Losses and Special Payments

NHS Payables (formerly
known as NHS Creditors)
Statement of Comprehensive
Net Expenditure (formerly
known as Operating Cost
Statement)

Over Spend

Pooled budget

Procurement

Property, plant and
equipment (formerly Tangible
Fixed Assets)
Provisions

Statement of Cash Flows
Statement of Changes in
Taxpayers’ Equity (formerly

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are the
international accounting standards that the Department of Health
require CCGs to follow when they prepare their accounts. 2009-10
was the first year in which CCGs were required to prepare IFRS
compliant accounts, having previously used UK reporting standards.
Losses and Special Payments are payments that Parliament would
not have foreseen healthcare funds being spent on, for example
fraudulent payments, personal injury payments or payments for
legal compensation.
An NHS Payable is an amount owed to an NHS organisation for
services rendered or goods supplied to the CCG or to patients of the
CCG.
The Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure (SCNE) records
the costs incurred by the CCG during the year, net of miscellaneous
income (which is income other than the CCG’s main funding from
the Department of Health which is credited to the general fund on
the Statement of Financial Position and not treated as income on
the SCNE). It includes non cash expenses such as depreciation.
Under government accounting rules the SCNE shows the net
resources used by the CCG in commissioning and providing
healthcare rather than the surplus or deficit for the year as shown
in the income and expenditure account by NHS trusts. The
comprehensive net expenditure is debited to the general fund on
the Statement of taxpayer’s equity.
Over Spend occurs when more money is spent than was allowed
within the cash limit, revenue resource limit or capital limit, or that
was planned in the budget.
A Pooled Budget is a joint arrangement with other bodies, such as
local authorities and other CCG’s, to pool funds for a specific
purpose. Each body has to account for its own contribution to the
pool within their accounts. Contributions would generally include
the resources normally used for the identified services, together
with partnership and other grants specific to the services. The host
partner will manage the financial affairs of the pooled fund. The
pooled budget manager is responsible for managing the pooled
fund on behalf of the host authority, and for providing information
to enable the partners to monitor the effectiveness of the pooled
fund arrangements.
Procurement is the acquisition of goods and/or services, generally
through a contract, at the best possible total cost, in the right
quantity and quality, at the right time and in the right place for the
direct benefit of the CCG and its patients.
Property, plant and equipment are assets that individually (or with
integrally linked other items) cost more than £5,000 and are held
for longer than one year and include: land, buildings, transport
equipment, IT and furniture and fittings.
A Provision is a liability arising from a past event where it is
probable the CCG will have to settle and a reliable estimate can be
made of the amount to be paid.
The Statement of Cash Flows (SCF) shows the effect of the CCG’s
operating activities on its cash position.
The purpose of the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers’ Equity is to
highlight financial transactions that may not be reflected in the
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Statement of Recognised
Gains and Losses)

Statement of Financial
Position (formerly Balance
Sheet)

Tendering
Trade and other Payables
(NonNHS) (formerly known as
NonNHS Creditors)
Trade and other receivables
(formerly Debtors)
Under Spend

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, but which affect the
CCG’s reserves as shown in the “Financed by” section on the
Statement of Financial Position. For example,
“(Reduction)/Additions in the General Fund due to the transfer of
assets to/from NHS bodies and the Department of Health”.
The Statement of Financial Position provides a view of the CCG’s
financial position at a specific moment in time – usually the end of
the financial year. It shows assets (everything the CCG owns that
has monetary value), liabilities (money owed to external parties)
and taxpayers’ equity (public funds invested in the CCG).
Tendering is the process by which one can seek prices and terms
for a particular service/project to be carried out under a contract.
Trade and other Payables Creditors are nonNHS organisations
owed money by the CCG for goods and services provided to the
CCG, e.g. for utilities, equipment, etc.
Trade and other receivables represent money owed to the CCG at
the Statement of Financial Position date for services rendered or
goods supplied by the CCG to the receiver.
Under Spend occurs when less money is spent than was allowed
within the cash limit or that was planned in the budget.
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